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Tom Browne
and Bobbie
Humphrey

Now that you've
heard about them,
read about them in
the centerfold

For the review
of the concert
see p. 15
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A u t o d e s t r o y e d b y f ir e
by Ann Marie Miskewicz
A disabled vehicle parked in
front of Partridge Hall burst
into flames Thursday morning
and was destroyed completely,
despite attempts by the (¡rear
Notch fire department to
salvage it.
I he 1973 Chevy Malibu
was left there by its owner Bill
Nixon at about 11:3() am when
the car stalled and he couldn’t
get the engine to start. "I went
over to the Student Center to
call my father to have it towed
when my friend Mike Popck
saw me and told me my car was
on fire,” thè 20-year-old
recreation major explained.
Carol Mochnacz, a sophom o re c o m m u te r fro m
Fvndhurst and eyewitness to
the fire, had this to sav: “ l was
parking my car in the lot across
from the Fine Arts Building
when I saw som ething
smoldering under this car
parked in front of Partridge
Hall. At first 1 thought it was
leaves smoldering, bur then 1
saw the two front tires of the
car were burning, and there

were flames with white and
gray smoke coming out of it.”
Monchnacz went into the
Fine Arts Building to get a fire
extinguisher, but was told by
someone that security was
already on the way. While
waiting for the fire department
to arrive, Albert Sager, the
campus police officer on the
scene, em ptied tw o fire
extinguishers in an attempt to
control the fire. ” 1 he cop told
everyone fo get inside because
he was afraid it was going to
blow up,” Monchnacz said.
She continued, “ As we got
inside, the two front tires blew
out and the car began to
sm older. O nce, the fire
department arrived they broke
the back windows to put the
fire out inside. They couldn’t
get the hood open, so they put
the hose up under the car and
through the engine. According,
to a fireman on the scene, it
took about 20 minutes to put
the flames out. He speculated
that the fire may have been
caused by an elecrrical
problem.
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The rem ains o f a car consum ed by flam es last Thursday outside Partridge Hall.

Nixon, who owned the car
for less than a year, said he
bought it from a friend. He
watched calmlv as the air

burned, spraying smoke over
thecampus and permeating the
air with the smell of burning
rubber.“'The car lasted seven

months, and it is almost like a
tribute to it," the blond headed
Nixon remarked. “ 1 only paid
S65 for it.”

Corporations, colleges sever ties
by Louis Lavelle
NJ attorney general John J.
Degnan issued an opinion
Friday severing ties between
private corporations and state
college ■campuses—a ruling that
could mean a com p lete
revamping ol the organization
and purchasing procedures of
the Facility Student Co-op,
Alumni Association, Montc
lair Athletic Commission
M AC, College Development
Fund C D F, and the SC A.
Dr. Flliot I. Minintierg, vice
president of administration and
fin a n ce , a n n o u n ced th e
attorney general’s opinion at
c o -o p ’s biannual meeting
Tuesday night. Co-op is ajion
profit corporation organized in
1955 to purchase and distribute
txioks and supplies, provide
parrrime employm ent for

students, operate concessions
and perform a host o f other
campus related services.
Mininlierg said legislation
proposed by the. board of
nigher education to legitimize
these corporations under a
“modified form” is presently
under consideration bv a joint
c o m m itt e e o f r fl e N J
legislature. It will lie acred on in
January—“probably favor
able,” Min in berg said.
Brian (age, SCA president,
said, “ Upon receiving the
attorney general’s opinion as to
the status of independent
nonprofit corporations on state
college campuses—of which the
SCA is one—1 have contacted
our lawyers who will fry to
particularize its ramifications
on us.
“ We had been expecting

some ruling from the attorney
general’s office tor a couple of
vears, but we didn’t realize the
problems we would have
implementing it.”
Degnan's opinion stares, in
parr, that “ Al corporate
employes must be advised that
the co rp o ratio n s are in
actuality components ot the
colleges, and that the functions
and duties of the corporations
will be brought within the
c o n tro l of th e c o lle g e
administration."
-Mininlierg said, “ 1 lie intent
of the opinion is not to disrupt
life on campus in any w ay."
H o w e v e r b ecau se s ta te
g u id elin es p ro h ib it the
purchasing of alcohol in any
form, the permanent closing of
the Rathskeller is a remote, but
real p o s s i b i l i t y . A ls o ,

association president
Rick
Davis, because he is both an
officer of the college and ot a
corporation, might be asked to
step down from his role on the
association.
.Mininlierg said, “ We have
been informed that the S( ¡A
and the association were not
intended to fall under the
umbrella of this opinion,” but
didn’t rule out the possibilirv.
Dr. David W. I). Dickson,
president of MSC, said, “ I
don’t see how they can
logically exempt the S C A .”
.Mininberg asked that co-op
not open any new accounts anil
that lie personally oversee all
expenditures or withdrawals
made on behalf of the
corporation until he meets with
deputy a tto rn e y general
Robert A. Fagella on Dec. 4.

1 le also called for the following
actions:
(1) That Dickson issue a
memorandum to “all affected
p e o p le ’ ’ by to m o rro w ,outlining the attorney general’s
opinion and how it will effect
daifv operations;
(2) Thar each corporation —
including food services, the
book sto re , can d y sro re,
gameroom. and Rat—compile a
list of all -of its employes and
their job descriptions;
(3) And that each corpora
tion compile a list of all
contracts or other obligations
current within that corporation
D avid C o n ra d , c o -o p
attorney, said, “ I don’t think
the corporation will cease to
exist, but I think it warrants a
revision in its bylaws and
structures:’’
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Cadillac
theft ring
exposed
;N K W Y O R K , N Y ) - A
former sales manager for oncof
the largest Cadillac dealers in
the naiton is among 11 men
accused today of operating a
multimillion dollar stolen car
ring that dealt only in
Cadillacs.
Authorities say two people
involved with the ring were
slain in Cangland style during
its operations, and a third was
killed bv federal agents.
The l-'BI says it was one of
the largest auto theft rings in
the. nation, spanning the hast
coast from Rhode Island to
Florida.
The ring allegedly sold
stolen Cadillacs at prices
ranging from S 7 ,0 0 0 to
SI 7,000
between January
1972 and September 1979.
One hundred fifty of the
stolen cars worth more than
S 1.5 million were recovered by
the FBI throughout the US.
The 11 men are named in an
indictment unsealed today by
Jacob Mishler US district
judge. Six of them were

a rra ig n e d to d a y in th e
Brooklyn federal court and
released on bonds ranging from
S 50,000 to S I0 0 ,0 0 0 .dollars.
T w o others had been
arrested earlier. Another is due
to surrender Voluntarily. T w o
others are fugitives.
Dec. 5 has been set as a
tentative trial date. T h e
defendants face from five to 10
years in federal prison on
various charges, including,
tr a n s p o r tin g c o u n te rfe it
documents and interstate
transport of stolen vehicles.

Defense
bill
passed
(W A S H IN G T O N , D C > The biggest defense appropria
tions bill in US history has
l>ecn approved by the Senate
Appropriations
Committee.
Trie bill provides for S161
billion in military spending,
and it’s S6.5 billion bigger than
requested by President Jimmy
C a r te r . S o m e th in g else
requested by Carter was also
left aside—that is funding for a
rapid deploy ment force For the
iYlidcast. The bill may be
considered by the full senate
next week.

Defaults
on loans
reduced
(W A SH IN G T O N , DC)—An
official in N J’s student loan
program says the rate of
increase in loan defaults has
been reduced since the state
began encouraging lenders to
report loans to credit agencies.
'William Nester, director of
the N ew Je rse y H igher
Fducation Assistance Authori
ty, told the Senate Govern
ment Affairs Committee today
that the reporting program
could work at the federal level.
Nesrer’s agency does not
make . loans, but guarantees
them for post secondary school
students..
H e s a y s th e a g e n c y
guaranteed 92,000 loans worth
S200 million last year and
expects to guarantee about
5130,000 loans worth S300
million this year.
Ncsrer says that before the
state began en co u rag in g
lenders to report loans to credit
agencies in 1976, the number
of loan defaults was increasing
at a 40 percent - 50 percent rate

each year.
He said the rate of increase is
expected to be only about six
and one half percent'rhis year,
and he attributed the sharp
decline in large part to the
credit reporting.

Duo plots
wives'
murders
(JKRSKY
C IT Y ,
N|)~A
superior court jury began
deliberations today in the trial
of a Hoboken contractor
accused of joining a friend in a
pact to murder each other’s
wives.
Judge Joseph Thuring gave
final legal instructions during
the morning to the jurors, who
heard evidence during a five
week trial involving a bizarre
sex attack and a double-murder
conspiracy’.
I nc defendant, 25-year-old
S tep h en A z /.o llin i, was
charged with aiding in the.
murder of his wife, Mary Fllen
Azzollini.
His one tim e friend,
Hoboken florist Dennis Raso,
pleaded guilty to murdering
Airs. Azzollini but said he did
so w ith the d efen d en t’s
consent.

FDU
editor
resigns
(R U I h f r f o r d . n j >~
A disagreement over the
existence of an editorial credit
line led to the resignation of the
ed itor o f the Fairleigh
D ic k in s o n U n i v e r s i t y
Rutherford student ncyvspaper.
F o r m e r e d ito r
Ju d i
Friedman cited “ envy and
extreme jealousy” of other staff
members in announcing her*
resignation and said she refused
to yvork yvith “ individuals yvho
put their own personal interests
above those of the newspaper.”
Friedman’s resignation came
after she yvas cleared by the
Student Judicial Board on
charges of plagiarism, brought
by other staff memliers, after an
editorial from a local paper was
reprinted in the Spectator
yvithout attribution.
Friedman says a credit line
indicating the source of the
editorial was lost. Other
Spectator staff memliers claim
the credit linenever existed and
that “ Friedman is trying to
cover her tracks,” a newspaper,
spokesperson, yvho asked not
to identified, said. (C H )
Courtesy A P wire services

FOR THE COLLEGE
LIFE UNION BOARD'S
are stilt available at the
following times in the C.L.U.B. office:

ThlUfi. N o?.20 1-^PM
Mon. Nov.24 7:30-11AM
F rf. Nov.21 12-2PM
Wed. N ov.26 9-11AM Tues' Nov*15 3 ' 5PM
BIDS ARE $ 3 * . PER COUPLE
A ll previously purchased bids
m ust be picked up by N ov.26
-Thank You—
________________________________________ ___________ C.L.U.B. is a Class One Organization oS Your SGA.
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Rat reopens with changes
by Paul Huegel
A four day ban on liquor
sales in the Rathskeller came to
an end last Friday.
An ad hoc com m ittee
co m p rise d o f D r. Je a n
Armstrong, dean of students;
Brian Cigc, SC A president;
K llio t M in in b c r g , v ic e
president of administration and
finance; H arold O s tro ff,
Student Center manager; and
-Thomas Stepnowski, director
of student activities, made
recommendations to lift the
ban w ith the fo llow in g
“temporary” restrictions:
(1) MST students will be
■allowed to bring tniests F ridav
and Saturday nights <>nl\.
(2) The Rat will be open
Monday through Friday from
11 am -m idnight and on
Saturday from S pm-midnight.
(T h e Rat was open until 1 am
last Saturday due to the
football game at Sprague Field
which ended at 11 pm.)
(3) No outside activity
which generates public interest
(ie.: bands) will be allowed in
the Rat.
Cigc and Stepnowski are
presently interviewing patrons
and staff of the Rat for further
recommendations to get the bar
back on a permanent schedule,
Stepnowski said earlier this
week.
The committee is also
reviewing the possibility of a
new' ID process.
“ We are. going to get
together and critique this past
weekend to sec if we’re going
on the right course before we
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A lonely place fo r several
days,

th e R a t has been

reopened w ith n e w rég u 
lations.
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install a permanent schedule,”
Stepnowski said.
“ lit? Rat sticker idea hurt us
w hen s tu d e n ts s ta r te d
co u n te rfe itin g them and
ripping off other students’ IDs

just to get the sticker,”
Stepnowski said.
T w o IDs are now required
to gain admittance to the Ratan MSC ID card and cither a
d r i v e r ’s lic e n s e , b irth

certificate, county ID, or
passport.
„
“The students' responded
beautifully over the weekend,
Stepnowski noted. “ 1 here
were no incidents, he said,

adding that on both nights two
Montclair police officers were
in the Rat to bolster security.
“ At present, the ID situation
re m a in s
s t a t u s q u o ,’ ’
Stepnowski said, “ It’s not easy
to come up with a solution that
will both make the situation
easier and comply with the
law.”
Stepnowski said he has
learned that MSC students
were also involved in the
altercation that took place in
' the Rat on Nov. 8, which
ultimately led to last week’s
ban on alcoholic beverages
there.
“ We (Cigc and himself) are
looking into the testimonies as
the students come forward,"
Stepnowski said. “We must
decide which testimonies can
be collaborated,” he added.
“ F.vcryqne sees things
differently in a situation like
this, when everything happens
so fast,” Stepnowski said,
“Their perceptions are similar
bur not identical. Depending
on who you arc and where you
were standing, you can have
certain biases.”
As an alternate to the two
card ID process now in effect,
IDs with birrhdates on them
and colored IDs (ie.: white
ones for students under the
drinking age, and red ones for
students of age) have I>ccn
su ggested.
None of, the new ideas
guarantee an accurate data lyase
or can eliminate the possibility
of fraudulent or counterfeit
IDs, Stepnowski concluded.

Program undergoes changes

Basic skills
by Mary Ann D'Urso
Starring next fall, the Basic
Skills reading and math
p r o g r a m s at M S C a re
undergoing changes which will
p u sh th e d e a d lin e fo r
completing tlte courses for
incoming students totheendof
their freshman year, Rol>ert
(iarfunkel, chairman of the
Basic Skills Committee, said.
Other changes included in
the program will be that Basic
Skills credits will Ik*considered
“ in house" or “additive”
credits, and that they may Ikconsidered as part of the
student’s full course load,
Marion
Whittenberg said.
Those students involved with
the Basic Skills program would
pav tuition for the credits, she
added.
“Schedules will not be sent
to freshmen or incoming
students until the Basic Skills
te s t scores are in and
processed.
The Registrar’s
Office will, in cooperation
with the Basic Skills’ Office,
change the schedules for those
students who’ will need
developmental
instruction,"
Whittenlxirg said. Currently,
students raking Basic Skills
courses carry approximately

15 credits plus the Basic Skills
courses, she said.
“ According to tin; under
standing, all Basic Skills
courses must Ik- finished by
sni dents by tlte end of their
freshman year, which will Ik*
defined in terms of credit hours*
(approximately 26), or else
they will hot Ik* allowed back
for registration,” Whittenlxirg
said. Up to this point, students
had until the end of their
sophomore year to complete
the Basic Skills requirements,
she said.
O f the last group tested,
numlK-ring about 2,200, 48
percent will require dcvelopcmcntal courses, Whittenlxirg
said.
“ Basic Skills are those skills
n ecessary for successful
completion of college level
work,” (iarfunkel said.
The Basic Skills tests are
administered to incoming
freshmen and transfer students.
Those students falling below
the cut off scores are required
to take basic skills courses. The
reading score cur off is 1_65
p oin ts; and m ath, 1 7 0 ,
Whittenlxirg said.
MSC started administering
Basic Skills rests in 1978. In

19 79 the state mandated that all
public colleges in NJ employ
the rests as a basis for
determining students needing
remediation, Whittenlxirgsaid.
As the program currently
exists, the remedial reading and
m ath co u rse s are Free,
noncredited, and lab oriented
in structure. Reading classes
involved a small number of
students and the math program
is based on a one to one ratio of

teachers to students.
W ritin g w o rk s h o p , a
remedial course, will remain
unaffected iK-cause students
will still receive three credits
to w ard grad u ation after
completing it, Whittenlxirg
said. It is the equivalent of
“ Freshman C om position”
IK-cause the end result is the
same, only the structure is
different, she added.

With tlx- revision of the
program, Whirtenlxirg said,
more sections will Ik- opened,
accomodating more parttime
and weekend students.
Whittenlxirg said, “ Our
overall program is good. Our
staff is particularly dedicated
and there is a lot of personal
concern. The changes we arcmaking are to helptheprogram
run more efficiently."

New lots to open
One thousand new parking
spaces in the Quarry which
have been under construction
since the spring will be
completed and ready to use
after
Thanksgiving recess,
according to Jerome Quinn,
d ire cto r o f in stitu tio n al
planning.
" The parking area is now
being paved, and after that the
car stalls must be painted and
lights installed,” Quinn said.
“ The students will be able to
use the spaces after the
Thanksgiving recess.
The
constructon of the parking

lots. !>ke that of Blanton Hail
and the Student Center Annex,
is on schedule.
The new parking spaces
were excavated from the
Quarry area at a cost of
approximately
S3 million,.
Quinn said. The lots will hold
1,000 cars and will be serviced
by th e s h u t t l e b u se s
immediately upon opening.
Blanton Haft, a 640 bed
dormitory under construction
since March, is ahead of
schedule . Quinn said. The
dorm, located behind Webster

Hall, will cost $10 million
when completed. “ It will be
open for use on Sept. 1 ,1 9 8 1 ,”
he said.
“ The construction on the
center annex is going fine; there
have been no unusual delays,”
he said. Quinn said the annex
will cost approximately S2-3
million when completed. The
center annex will include new
offices for the SGA and ('lass I
Organizations. Their vacated
offices will be used for meeting
rooms and office space for the
college.
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Dance-a-thon held
for MS research
by Stephen McLean
Looking like extras from tlie
1969 classic They Shoot I torses.
Don't They?, 20 exhausted
students swayed to the beat ol
C r o c o d i l e R o c k 6 pm
Saturday, as a 24 hour dance
marathon to raise money for
multiple sclerosis MS drew to
an end.
The dance marathon was
sp o n so re d by an .MSC
fra te rn ity ,
I a u K ap p a
Beta T K B , and the nation
wide service organization
Circle K to raise money for the
Upper \ J Chapter of .Multiple
Sclerosis and the National
.Multiple Sc lerosis Society for
Research. .Marcia Rorhbart,
d ire cto r ot the ch ap ter,
explained that the marathon
organizers hoped to raise
S3,000—40 percent of which
will be sent to the society for
research purposes and 60
percent of which will be giyen
to the chapter to aid victims in
Lsscx, Union, and Hudson
counties.
'l'he event got under way 6
pm Friday when 48 people
from M SC , Seron Hall
University* Drew University,
’Middlesex County College,

and local high schools arrived
at the gym in the Professional
Arts and Science Building. In
reference to the turn our for the
l ) a n c e - a - t h o n , D o r o th y
Deignan, an .MSC' junior and
president of Circle K, said,
“ I’m really happv. 1 hope we
can make a lot of money.”
I he rules ol the marathon, as
explained by Rothbart to the
anticipants, were as follows:
efore starting and occasionall v throughout—dancers had
to have their blood pressures
and heartbeats checked by the
.Montclair volunteer first aid
corp. Kach person had to have a
dancing partner, and, in order
to be eligible for the grand
prize of a portable T V set, had
to stay with that person, with
out dropping out, through the
entire contest. In order to be
considered dancing, a person
had to keep 70 percent of his
body moving.
Fyery two hours during the
danceva-thon, the participants
were given a 15 minute break,
and every six hours meals were
se rv e d c o u rte s y o f the
Primrose, Wendy’s, and I ,uv’s.'
Also, every hour a drawing
was held to award prizes to the
couples.
A little, under half of the

B

participants, 20 in all, lasted the
entire 24 hours. Terri Kndr.es,
an MSC sophomore and oneof
the students who finished, said,
“ We all helped each other
through it,’’ adding that after
24 hours of dancing she felt
“sore.” Both the presidents of
Circle* K and I KS and the
d irecto r of the ch ap ter
expressed satisfaction with the
turn our for the dance-a-thon.
It won’t be known exactly
how much money was raised
this year until weeks after the
dance marathon, when all the
participants have collected the
money from their sponsors.
Awards, provided by the I attic
Falls 1'rophy Shop and Tally’s
Trophies, will Ik* given to the
three couples that raised the
most sponsors. In addition, the
couple that raises the most
money will be awarded a
portable T V .
At the close of the dance-athon, Rothbart thanked Circle
K and
IK B presidents
Deignan and Richard .Messina,
the .Montclair volunteer first
aid corp, and all the other
people that helped make the
event possible, including the
dancers. She told them, “ 1 here
would have lieen nothing
without, you.”

College comes up short in suit
by Mike Davino
MSC has been, awarded
$ 1 4 ,8 0 0 in damages for
negligent work done by the
architect who designed the
Student ('e n te r and the
construction company that
built it.
The jury also awarded MSC
$ 5 ,9 2 0 .4 9 to cover the cost of
the investigation of the defects.
A motion for a retrial or fora
reversal of the jury’s decision
may be entered by the New
Jersey Kducational Facilities
Authority/N JFF'A to try to
recoup the $ 175,000 the
college originally filed suit for.
“ We didn’t get all we should
have. We expected the full
amount, but in a jury trial you
never know how they will
respond,” Jerome R. Quinn,
d ire c to r o f in stitu tio n al
planning, said. Marianne
Manning, the NJ deputy
a t t o r n e y g e n e r a l , w ho
represented the college and the
N JKFA, said, “Our office’s
position is that the proofs we
presented were clear evidence
th a t th e a r c h i t e c t and
construction company were
responsible.
“ An independent architect
was hired to investigate the
defects—which included loose
laving bricks, faulty stairs,
eaks, and rusted balusters
(posts)—at a cost of $5,920.49.
The jury awarded us the full
amount.”

f

M anning added, ‘‘T h e
authority’s position is that the
2 7 day trial was very long and
highly technical material was
presented to the jury, with no
allowance for the jury to rake
notes. We may enter a motion
for a new trial or ask the court
to enter a judgement contrary
to the jury’s decision.” Shcsaid
it’s unlikely for courts to
overrule a jury’s finding.
I'hc Herald News reported

th a t C h a r le s L u c k m a n
Associates of Los Angeles,
C A , the architect, was round
not guilty of 10 of the 13
alleged defects, and that the
I’homas Construction Co. of
Wayne was found not guilty
on 11 of the charges. Manning
said the firms were found
responsible for defects in the
granitesteps, thelandingon the
handicap ramp, and rusted
balusters that support the rails

on the upper level of the center.
Luckman was ordered to pay
$10,100, and I homas was
assessed $4,700. Luckman and
I homas were not available for
comment.
“ The center was built with
funds raised through bonds
sold by the NJKFA. The
building belongs to the
authority, and the college pays
rent. Kventually the payments
are enough to cover the cost of

the building, and it’s turned
over to the college. It’s in the
public interest to pursue cases
like this one, because any costs
nor recovered through a suit
will eventually be borne by the
students,” Manning explained.
“Our position is that we
shouldn t be reluctant to
continue to file suits in the
future, when the evidence
justifies them,” she concluded.

Board sets top priorities
by Regina Brzek
Last Wednesday’s board of
t r u s t e e s m e e t i n g w as
highlighted by a discussion
about the trustees' Minorities
Recruitment Task Force and
th e A ca d e m ic P ro g ra m
Planning Committee.
In a public conference
session at Russ Hall lounge,
members of the task force
revealed their two priority
.goals of finding out why some
minority students who arc
accepted to MSC do not
register, and solving the
co n tin u o u s p ro b lem o f
recruiting high achieving
students from low income
families.
“The SGA has their own
student task force,” Kenneth

Brown, the student representive to the trustees, said, adding
th a t th e task fo rce is
compromised of members of
the Latin American Student
O rg a n iz a tio n , the Black
Student Cooperative Union,
and SGA legislators. Its task is
to go to high schools with high
minority levels for recruitment
purposes, Brown said.
Another major concern of
the board is “the shift of
e n ro llm e n t to d iffe re n t
departments, not the decline of
e n r o l l m e n t ,” Irw in H .
Cawley, vice president of
academic affairs, said in
response to an erroneous,
statement made by a board
member. A background data
report, submitted to the
trustees at last month’s meeting

of not: teaching
personnel,
indicated significant shifts in
the pattern of undergraduate
d e g re e s a w a rd e d fron t
academic years 1973-74 to
1979-80.
1 he report indicated a shift
away from letters, languages,
math, and the sciences, toward
business a d m in is tra tio n .
During the 1973-74 academic
year,, 20 percent of all degrees
awarded were in letters and
languages, and 14.8 percent
were in math and the sciences.
By the 1979-80 academic year,
th e n u m b er o f d eg rees
con ferred in letters and
languages dropped to 10.7
percent of the total, and in math
and 'sciences to 8.5 percent of
the total. Between the 1973-74
and 1979-80 academic years,

the number of degrees awarded
in business administration
increased from 11.9 percent to
26.3 percent of the total.
Dr. David W.D. Dickson,
president of MSC', commented
on the decline of enrollment in
the history and Germai
departments. “However, no
liberal arts college is complete
without these departments,” he
said.
Dr. Frnest May, chairman of
the trustees, suggested that the
winter and summer sessions be
expanded for- departments in
high demand. He said these
programs are often “conven
ient for faculty instead of the
students,” and suggested the
formation of a committee to
investigate student demands.
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Campus police report

Officer challenged
eighth floor of Bohn Hall,
where Alverson was allegedly
tampering with the public
address system. The report
stated that Alverson challenged
Ortega to a fight and then left
the building. Ortega called for
assistance, and he and Johnston
approached Alverson while we
was walking toward Mallory
Hall. The officers asked
Alverson for ID, and he

by Chris Carroll
A n U p p e r M o n tc la ir
resident was arrested by Sgt.
John Johnston on Nov. 15 at
2 :3 0 am for criminal mischief,
assault, and trespassing. John
Alverson, a nonstudent, was
arrested after he allegedly
attempted to hit a campus
police officer. Earlier that
night, officer Jesus Ortega was
confronted by Alverson on the

allegedly swung at them.
Alverson
was handcuffed,
taken to headquarters, and
arrested. He was released on
$250 bail, pending a court'
appearance.
A fire in Webster Hall was
extinguished by a campus
police officer on Nov. 16 at
ap p ro xim ately 1 :3 5 pm.
According to the report, officer
Albert Sager was dispatched to

Emphasis on skills
by Peter Prichard
What do employers look for
when they hire applicants for
.parttime, fulltime, summer,
volunteer, and internship
positions? There is a large
number o f background factors
w h ic h a r e t a k e n i n t o
c o n s id e r a tio n , in clu d in g
grades, work experience,
e x tra c u rric u la r a ctiv itie s,
coursework, special projects
and independent stu d ies,
internships andexternships and
supervised field work, personal
achievements, hobbies, and
interests.

followthrough.
T h e s k ills d i f f e r e n t
employers look for often vary
among industries, companies,
and even interviewers in the
same company. A social service
agency that wants to hire a
counselor might put more
emphasis on related volunteer
experience than a corporation
that wants to hire a computer
programer. A municipality
that wants .to hire a recreation
assistant might place a lot of
emphasis on extracurricular
s p o rts e f f o r ts , w h ile a
newspaper that is hiring a
reporter might ask for a writing
sample.

These and other experiences
might develop a number of
This means that a major task
skills which are transferable to
of the job seeker is to get across
different careers. R ichard
appropriate information about
Nelson Bolles, in his book The
his abilities to employers.This
Three Boxes of Life, lists 12 of
is usually done via the resume
these functional skills: using
and the interview. Off campus
one’s hands, body, and senses;
organizations charge students
using words and numbers;
for help with these aspects of
using intuition, analytical
thinking or logic; originality or T ' the job search, while various
campus resources provide free
creativity; using helpfulness, /
assistance.
. artistic abilities, leadership, and

A number of departments on
campus offer courses and
seminars which help students
prepare for the resume and
interview. The Career Services '
Office in Life Hall provides
handouts that describe how to
prepare the resume, and how to
prepare for the interview and
job search. Seminars which
cover each of these are
conducted
throughout the.
school year. The three part
interview preparation series is
unique among colleges in the
area, and gives students a
chance to participate in a
videotaped “ mock interview”
session. The job search seminar
presents ways to uncover
unlisted job leads, and the
-resume seminar discusses
traditional and nontraditional
resume formats. Once a student
has his resume professionally
critiqued by the Career
Services staff, he is referred to
local printing services such as
The Montclarion which will
typeset resumes for a fee of $12
a page.

the dormitory and observed
Stone Hall, escorted the
smoke in the first floor
officers to the first floor South
hallway. A check of the rooms
restroorn where they observed
on that floor revealed that the
two males lying on the floor
source of the smoke was a
of the South restroom in their
burning mop in a storage
vomitous excretion. The
o f f ic e r s u n s u c c e s s f u lly
closet. Sager moved the mop
outside and extinguished it.
attempted to revive them. A
T h e L i t t l e F a l l s f ir e
Montclair volunteer ambul
department responded and set
ance unit was called, and the
up exhaust fans to clear the
males were transported to the
smoke from the building.
d e to x if ic a tio n c e n te r at
T h r e e o f f ic e r s w e re
M ountainside H osp ital.
dispatched to Stone Hall on
A c c o r d i n g to c a m p u s
Nov. 15 at 9:43 pm in reference
police,there was evidence to
to two males who were
suggest that they had ingested
unconscious on the floor of one
alcohol. The students were
of the restrooms. Kenny
identified as guests of a resident .
Williams, resident assistant in
________________________________
of Bohn Hall.
.

JOB LISTINGS AND CAREER SERVICES
(A more complete listing of seminars and job listings is available
in Career Services, Life Hall. The three part interview
preparation series is offered on a continuous basis throughout the
semester.)
C A R EER SEM INARS |
Resume Writing
Tue., Nov., 25 ....................................................... .. •................2 Pm
Interviewing I (Techniques)
Fri., Nov. 2 1 ........................ ........................................ ........ .. H am
(Prerequisite: Interviewing I)
Interviewing ill (Videotaped “mock interview” )
Tue., Dec. 2 ............................ ............................................ 9am-noon
(Prerequisite: interviewing 11)
How to Get a Job in Government
Mon., Dec. 8 ............................................ .....................................2 pm
JO B LISTIN G S
F U L L T IM E
Lab Technician—listed Nov. 11 —11-14K —Paterson
Advertising coordinator—able to work under pressure—listed
Oct. 21—$175-$200 a week—Union,
Dietary supervisor—listed Nov. 5—negotiable—Lincoln Park
Youth counselor—psychology or sociology, or related
background—listed Nov. 6—negotiable—Mt. Freedom
Naturalist environmental educator—BS in natural science or
related field—listed Nov. 5—10K approximately—New RochelleNY
P A R T T IM E
Children’s exercise instructor—experience required—listed Nov.
11—negotiable—morning hours—Montclair
Administrative assistant—public accounting—accounting majorslistcd Nov. 3—$5 an hour—Newark
Writer—writing skills required—listed Nov. 5—$35 an artideRidgewood or Flemington
Consumer market research interviewer—any major—listed Nov.
7—$3.75 an hour—Wayne

COLLEGE NIGHT
every thursday

CEDAR GROVE INN
A ll R eg. D rin k s 8:30-10PM-.75C
P itch er o f B eer-$3.25
L arge C arafe o f W ine-$4«95

[U ntil C losing
2:30AM

Careers in advertising
begin in The Bullpen.
Why settle for a job when you can choose a
challenging and rewarding career in advertising.
Work for an advertising agency, design studio, or for
your own clients as a freelance artist.
In just 14 weeks, our Mechanical/Paste-up course
will provide you with the necessary skills, training, and
portfolio tq secure that first job. O r that first client.
The Spring Semester begins at 7 p.m. on
February 10, 1981 at the Roseland Women’s Club.
Call. O r write to The Center today for your free
brochure and registration material.

K itch en Open T ill 1AM

.EiratteirtaBirameinifi

lOPM-ZAM From MSC‘s
own Lovey Williams, Rich DiSanto,
and Carol Sharar
201-284-0996
Please Call 239-8911
For Directions
Five Minutes Off Campus!!!
30 Pompton
Ave.,Cedar Grove «

P.O. Box #13, Roseland, New Jersey 07068
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SGA News

Get A Whole New OUTLOOK!

GER under review
by Sue Solomon

students from the realization
th a t th e y h av e m issed
something essential in their
education.
Foreign languages may be a
new addition to the General
K d u catio n R e q u irem en ts
because many feel this is an
important area neglected by
many students, Dickson was
unable to give exact guidelines
o r a set d a te for th e
im p le m e n ta tio n o f new
General Kducation Require
ments.
The M SG H is p a n ic
Association was appropriated
$199 for the piirpose of
providing copies of The
Montclarion translated into
Spanish for weekend college
students.

Dr. David W.D. Dickson,
MSC president, discussed the
reorganization and upgrading
of MSC’s General Rducarion
Requirements at last year’s
SGA meeting. The issue is
currently being addressed by
the Council on Academic
Affairs of the Faculty Senate.
D ickson exp ressed the
opinion .that a liberal arts
college has the responsibility of
p ro d u cin g well rounded
graduates who, during their
college years, will have been
exposed to a diverse selection
of courses. He feels MSC
would do well to restructure
th e G e n e r a l E d u c a t i o n
Requirements to promote this
diversity, and to prevent

Weekend college, a function
of the Latin American Student
O rg a n iz a tio n /I.A S O , was
appropriated $5,500 for the
programing of events and
activities for these students.
In his president’s report
Brian Cige informed the
legislature that the campus
shuttle buses will he including
Bohn Hall in their routes as
soon as Webster Rd. has been
repaired.
Students may now bring
guests to the Rathskeller on
Friday and Saturday nights.
The Welfare and Internal
Affairs Committee will be
co n d u ctin g a su rv ey of
residents’ opinions on dorm
visitation rights and regula
tions.

November Special!
First pair on all
new fittings

& LOMD SOFT LENSES:
One Month Aftercare (70.00 Add'l.) includes
Initial Exam & Contact Lens fitting
Scheduled Check-ups to monitor fit
Lens changes as needed of no charge
Lessons on insertion and removal of lenses
Both heat & cold systems available
FULL REFUND O N COST O F LENSES IF NO T SATISFIED

Other lenses induding soft contacts for astigmatafion
& Polycon Semi-soft lenses available
(Professional fees will vary for these lenses)

COMPLETE EYE EXAMINATIONS ALSO AVAILABLE
Please ca ll for further .inform ation:

DR. SCOT WERNICK
Opromerrisr
Prospect & Eagle Rodi Avenue
(Off of Route 280)

^JWgOronge^jewJeBe^^^^

701-5502

OPEN DAILY
SATURDAY, &

FOUR EVENINGS fo r yo u r c o n ve n ie n ce .

Correction
In the Nov. 6 issue of The
Mont clarion, it was erroneously
reported that MSC’s campus
police has implemented a new
crime prevention Community
relations program headed by
Lee Buchanan.
The crime prevention unit,
in effect for several years, is
headed by officer Vicky
Brown and was created by Sgr.
Michael, Potaski. It is not the
first attempt by; the campus
pblice tti set ’ up a permanent
crimel^iprcvcntionf program;
Persons interested in the’crime
prevention unit should contact
Brown at 893-5222.
The Montclarion regrets the
error.

Chevy Chase ®°^‘e ^awn Charles Grodin

Join
★ the *
paper!
N orth Jersey
G ynecological C enter i :

\

ABORTION SERVICES
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Abortion Procedures
Birth Control Counseling
Sterilization Procedures
C o m p le te

f '.
J n :
.V

G ynecological C a re

|

*

__m \

*

*

f

call 375-0800 For Immodlato A p p t
’LOCATED 1 BLOCK FROM IRVINGTON CTR
tHOURS 9AM-5PM MON.-SAT. AMPLE PARKING
1 40 UNION AVE, SUITE 104, IRVINGTON, N jj

North Jersey W omen’s
Health Organization
450 HA M BUR G TU R N PIK E
W AYNE. N J 07470

• VD Screening
• Pregnancy Testing
•Abortion Counselling
•Birth Control
Information

278-4500

COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents A RAY STARK Production CHEVY CHASE G0LD,E HAWN CHARLES GRODI
IN “NEIL SIMON’S SEEMS LIKE OLD TIMES’’ A JAY SANDRICH FILM ROBERT GUILLAUME
Music by MARVIN HAMLISCH Executive Producer ROGER M. ROTHSTEIN Production Designed by GENE CALLAHA
PG| PMtBMl flMANCf SUGGESTED< ^ | Director of Photography DAVID M. WALSH Written by NEIL SIMON From R A S T A R
SOM E MATERIAL MAY NOT BE 8UITABLE FOR CHILDREN]
Produced by RAY STARK Directed by JAY SANDRICH
© 1880 COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES. MC.

Com ing This C hristm as
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> * 1 9 8 0 Y ear books
will be distributed
AT

ON

the BOTA office. To get there
enter the Cafeteria through the
Student Center Lobby - turn right,
and continue straight to the door
in the w a l l .
Mon. - Nov. 24
TuCs . - Nov . 25
W e d . - N o v . 26
Mon. - Dec. 1
Tues. - Dec. 2
Wed. - Dec. 3
Thurs. — D e c . 4

BRING

—
—
—
—
—

2 pm
11 am
2 pm
11 am
2 pm

12
10
12
12
12

—
—
—
—
—

2 pm
11 am
2 pm
2 pm
1 pm

your valid MSC 1980-81 I D .

EXCEPTIONS
QUESTIONS?
**

12
10
12
10
12

are freshmen,
transfer students, and
May ‘80 graduates .**

Call the LA CAMPANA Office at
893-4346.

Your Yearbooks have been mailed. If you haven’t
received one by Dec . 1 > 1980 — CALL US !
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Too fe w , doing too much
To th e cam pus com m u n ity:

Tht Montdarim staff is currently faced with a set of circumsta. tees which arc
creating conditions under which it has become increasingly diffici It to produce
a weekly publication.
As of late. The Montclarim has been the target of an increasing amount of
criticism from the campus community, and it appears that a small amount of
clarification is in order.
Many of the charges brought against the publication arc indeed valid ones. We
readily agree that our facts could often be straightcr, our spelling more accurate,
our syntax more correct, and our approach more thought out. T o these and a
hundred other complaints like them, we reply, “O f course,” “We agree,” and
“ You’re absolutely right.”
However, among these legitimate comments are many that would seem to
have their roots in the growing misunderstanding of what The Montdarion is and
of whom it is composed.
We are a “student” newspaper. The Montdarion is written, edited, type-set,
laid out, and driven to the printers entirely by STL'DFN'T S. In addition to 50
hours of work per week on the paper, we have full course loads, and hold
parttime joIxs, just like yourselves. On Wednesday alone we put in 20 full hours
to get the paper out by Thursday afternoon.
In return for what we do on the paper, we receive absolutely nothing. No free
housing, no free credits, no pay. We’d guess that some could say that the
experience we’re getting is supposed to lx: its own reward, that we’re somehow
priviledged to lie afforded such an opportunity. Well, to put it quire honestly,
we’re* beginning to wonder if it’s worth it anymore.
T his paper has never received anything in the way of professional guidance
and instruction. Yet no one sees the irony when they call us “unprofessional.”
Many professors are insulted w hen rHcy deal with a Montdarion reporter who

isn’t up to flieir standards, yet they don’t stop to think that six months ago this
kid may have been a senior in high school, or is handling the assignment only
because he’s forced to do ir for a journalism class that he should never have taken
in the first place. In view' o f those facts, calling the student press
“unprofessional” can only be termed a keen grasp of the obvious. Organizations
complain about our coverage, but couldn’t possibly know' that we’re so short of
competent reporters that the editors have to write or rewrite most of the stories.
The list could go on, but just add to it the fact that we’re literally sick of getting
out of the Student ('enter at 7 am every Thursday morning so that a growing
fraction of our readers can talk behind our backs about how raggv the
publication is on Thursday afternoon.
What this little tirade has been leading up to is this: we’re extremely
understaffed and underfunded, and are in desperate need of support and
assistance.
We’ve made the most out of whatever talent and motivation we came up here
with. As students without instructors, we’ve taken this paper as far as it can go.
What weneed now’ is an increased staff who will offer their tinie and efforts, and
come through with them. We need faculty who will stop tearing us apart for
lieing unprofessional, when that’s what we’re supposed to be* and start offering
constructive suggestions and a little help.
The students who produce The Montdarion are frustrated and angry over the
situation in which they presently find themselves. Often the only thing that
keeps one editor going is the responsibility he feels towards flic other editors.
If you’ve ever entertained the idea about joining the newspaper, we urge you
to join now. We’re too few attempting to do too much, and the odds aren’t
running in our favor.
You've read ir before. “ We need writers,, copy editors, rewrite people,
photographers, artists, and layout people. Join The .IlontcLuion...please.

G uest spot

Equality's time has come
by Susan August
It is a common reaction of
humankind to fear what it does
nor know or understand.
P e o p le h e a r th e w o rd
“ f e m i n i s t ,” and m an y ,
immediately equate that with
the word “radical.” They
think we (feminists) want to
change their world and the way
things are, and that is very
threatening to them.
Although people may not be
happy with tne way things are,
they are at least comfortable
with a familiar situation. T hey
do not really know what a
feminist is or wants, but they
do know it will be different,
and that scares them.
hirst of all, feminists are

'people—a commbn fact- that is
often forgotten. T hey like to
go to movies and plays, read
books, watch T V , and sing in
the shower. They go to
concerts and to school, take
exams, and get tired; they catch
colds, and they make mistakes.
Feminists laugh, they cry, they
love, and on occasion are
known to hate: feminists are
human.
A common misconception
about feminism is that only
Women stand to gain from it;
not so. It has advantages for
men as well. The idea of man as
the breadwinner is changing,
for one thing; he need no
l o n g e r b e a r th e s o le
responsibility of supporting a

THE
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family;* As the stereotype of
woman as frivolous and
dependent changes, so docs
that of man as serious and
responsible. I am certain there
are many men on this campus
who do not anticipate the
responsibility of supporting a
family, especially with the
economy as unstable as it is;
just as there are women who do
not look forward to a marriage
where it is understood that
they will stay home and “make
babies,”
Feminists are people who
believe that women should
have the same opportunities as
men; is that so much to ask? A
friend of mine is studying to lie
a clinical psychologist; she
recently went to C areer
Services to find out about
salaries. Do you know what
she found? A woman doing the
same job as a man was paid
5 1 0 ,000 less annually. Why
should this be? Some women
are reluctant to support the idea
of equal rights, again because of
a misconception about what
that means, F.qual rights means
just that—to have the same
right as a man to pursue
whatever course of life she

chooses.
Many women are happy and
content staying at home and
being good wives and mothers,
(not as easy a job as many tend
to think); that is all well and
good, as long as they have
chosen to live that way. Bur if
they do not want to be
housewives and or mothers,
they should have the right to
choose alternatives. 1laving the
right to choose alternatives
docs not mean that women
must take advantage of them.
T h e F.qual Rights Amend
ment FR A would at least
guarantee riiat the opportuni
-tics would be there.
Our world is in a sad state of
affairs; we all feel it. We feel it
when we go to the supermar
ket; we feel it when we receive
our paychecks; we feel it when
we look at our choices for the
office of president. Our dollar
shrinks more and more each
day. The average family
cannot make ends meet on just
one income; ir is becoming
increasingly
necessary
for
married women to go out and
work a|so. If they do go for a
job, they have this to considcr-ir is a national statisic (as of

1977) that women, on the
average, earn only $.59 to
every dollar men earn. Put on a
slightly larger scale, when a
man takes home, say, S300, a
woman will take home only’
S I 77 for the same amount of
time.
You might say, “W ell, they
are not doing the same kind of
work, so why should they be
paid equally'? That is just one
m ore reason why we need
FR A ; as it stands now, women
are denied access to many types
of jobs (the higher paying
ones) simply because tnev are
women, and consequently they
can never make the same
money. F.qual rights would
mean equal pay for equal jobs.
This is even more imperative
for women who will be (or arc)
selfsupporting, for they will
(do) feel the effects of the
inequality even more strongly.
What ( am saying is that we
need to break through sex
assigned roles, which serve
only to divide us, and get back
to being people first, then
women and men. We need to
work together to improve the
only' world we have._____.
Susan A n trust is ,t sophomore
English major.
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by Garry Trudeau
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Students Speak

Rat closing called unjust
by Georgia Panagakos and Phil Lanoue
Dite to the circumstances, how do you feel about the dosing o f the Rathskeller?
“ I feci that the instigators that caused
the trouble should have been dealt with
on an individual basis. The college had
right closing the publ
and punishing the|
students for so m e -______
thing they had no parr^H H Fi
in.”

“ I think the administration acted too
fast without taking into account the fac
tors that brought about the
m ishap. T h e re isl
definitely a need for a|
b e tte r a d m itta n ce l
system in the Rat.”
Carlo Cordasco
19X 3/business

Scott Savastano
19S2/accounting

“ I think it is ridiculous to close the
just because a few people cannot control
themselves. It should f
not be taken out on us,
the people who can
control themselves.”
Mark Dooley
¡9X 2/ business
administration

“T o be perfectly honest, I didn’t
even know the Rat
was closed.”

Patricia Mleuak
19X2 nutrition

“ I think it was better for everyone
involved in the long run. F.vcn though
we had to sacrifice on e|T"
week without the Rat,|
it was for our own
benefit.”
Tina Micholaides
¡9 X 1 / psychology

“ I don’t think it’s fair, because nor
everyone should havcl
to suffer for something!
others have done.”

“ I don’t think it was fair to the res itof
the student body. 1 he individuals who
s ta rte d th e fig h t I
.................
should have been dealt |
with individually.”

John Toletta
19X 3/industrial arts

“ I think they were wrong in closing
the Rat, because it
didn’t prove anything]
by closing it down for
a week.”

Lettore Katz
19X4 psychology

Phil Esposito
19X1 marketing

On the Rampage/f\lora DePalma

Don't pass judgements
Where do people get the gall to judge
other people?
Some people may get it from the
amount of money they have, and they
think that it gives them the power to lav
down the law. Other, people may get it
from the power of their positions,
whatever they may be. But as far as 1 am
concerned, most people get it from
sheer ignorance.
You know the kind of people I am
talking about. These are the people who
discover a way of life, or a morality,
that is so perfect for them that thev want
to share it with the rest of the world.
I hen they forget that not everybody
thinks the way they do, and they end up
putting other people down and making
what they believe seem less important.
Sheer ignorance.
f o r instance, once upon a time you
had a woman who suddenly looked
around her house, which she kept for
her husband. She stared at the kid in
diapers, gagged on the smell of April-

Catholic Critiques

fresh Downy, and said, “ I’ve got to get
out of this mess!”
She promptly took a job, and found
that she loved it and that she could have
a career and a family at one time.
Wonderful for her! But then she and her
fellow (or shall I say fellow-ettc?)
feminists, along with The Montclarion
columnist Phill Karali (“ What do
women really want?” The Montclarion,
Nov., 13, 1980), announced that any
woman who decides not to work
outside the home is wasting her life and
should be “ frowned upon,’ How manv
articles that tell us that being a “mere'’
housewife is beneath us must we read?
As Mary Tyler Moore would sav,
“ Whose life is this anyway?"
Then, we have the M oral Majority,
led bv your president-elect and mine,
Ronaid R eagan, telling women that
they don’t have a right to choose what
they want to do with their bodies. I am
not going to argue the pros and cons of
abortion here, lor the very reason that I

feel it is a very personal decision, and
that no government, church, or
individual should lay down the law
about it; not to mention a guilt trip.
Having abortion remain legal does nor
mean that everyone has to have one, but
lets other people have freedom of
choice. Reagan stood up in his debate
against John Anderson and said, “ I
notice that all of you for abortion have
already been born.” Well, Ronnie, I
notice you don’t have much chance of
getting pregnant, so leave this decision
to those of us who have to deal with the
problem.
Then there are always rhe people
who insist that their religion is the only
one, and that those who art anywhere
else are headed straight down to vouknow'-where. ( )n the other hand, you
have rhe people w'ho only believe in the
great Budweiser, and make fun of
people who believe in any religion. For
the born-again types, I would like to tell
you tihat Christ said that all who follow

Him should spread the good word, bur
I think He meant for people to do that
through their acts of kindness, and
tolerance for other people and their
beliefs. And for those of you who don’t
want to be bothered with anv religious
bang-ups, or believe in a different
religion than evan gelists, t o u r
responsibility as a person living in a
community should tell you that some
people are going to see things
differently, and making fun of other
people is just rotten—or sheer
ignorance.
I o avoid ignorance, one has to use
the noodle and think. Interesting
concept, no? Maybe during this
Thanksgiving season we can think
about all rhe good things we have in our
Jives, and forget about everything our
neighbor has, says, or does. Isn’t your
own life important enough for vou?
i\\ra DePalma is a columnist for The
Montclarion.

\

Some 'fast' food for thought

V k /\
n i r t o r\ r r t o *•
“So,
today
is a fast day.”’ 1
“ What do you mean, a fast day? Is it
going faster than other days?”
“No, it means going without food—
or at least cutting down on the food that
you eat.”
“ I would think that if you don’t eat,
the day would seem to go slower
because you would be watching the
clock. It ought to be called a ‘slow day.’
Where does the term ‘fast’ come from?”
“ It’s from an old Hebrew word that
means, literally, ‘to bow down one’s
soul.’ 1 he ancient Hebrews practiced
fasting for a variety of religious
motives, especially in times of calamity
and mourning.”
“ Why should I ‘bow down my soul’

i

>

•>

today? I’m not in mourning, and the
closest thing we have experienced to a
calamity lately was the election two
weeks ago. A n y w a y , I ’m not
religious.”
“ There are no ‘shoulds,’ and our
reasons for fasting today don’t have to
be religious. For instance, by fasting for
one day, you’re sharing the experience
of hunger felt by a quarter of rhe
world’s population. They don’t haveto
fast; they don’t have any choice.”
“ What good would it do for me to
fast—even for a day? My doing without
food isn’t going to help those other
people who arc always hungry. Cuisine
Ltd. isn’t going to send them my
uneaten portion. ’

ou could take rhe money you
don’t spend on food for this one day and
give it to others who have...”
“ Money! You want my money! I
knew this had something to do with
religion. That’s typical! V ou’Il take my
hamburger money and build another
" church where all those starving people
you’re so concerned about can come
and pray for food. What are they going
to name it, St. McDonald’s?”
“ Hey! I said you could, nor should.
There arc no shoulds. C A R T could use
your hamburger money to feed five
people for one day. Oxfaqi could use it
to help finance an irrigation project in
the 1 bird World. Bread For I he World
cottld use it to buy food for refugees.

Money is important, and it is needed—
and you could want to make use of it in
any of these ways if you actually did
experience hunger, not just be hungry.
One day will not give you that
experience—but it could be rhe incentive
to read, study, talk, learn, and care
about US food policy and hunger, arms
and hunger, energy and hunger, trade
and hunger.”
“Stop! You’re talking like I should—I
mean could—change my major, mv life
style, my whole world.”
“ Right, you could—and all because
today is a fast day.”
bather Herbster is the campus minister at
Xev:mau House.
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Even Christians aren't perfect
Tit the editor:

in reaction to Boi) Brice’s article,
i-airh lacking in religions groups’ in the
Nov. 5 issue of The Montatimi/, 1 find it
mv duty to state my view about
religion, Because Chi Alpha as well as
my Christian faith has colite under
attack.
Reflecting on the way religion has
influenced mv collette life, I must sav
that my C.hristianit\ has had an
extremely positive effect on me, to sav
the least. I have found that whenever
anyone considers any religious matter,
he must begin by entering the picture
with an open mind.
I consider myself a born again
Christian, that is, only if the term refers
to having a personal relationship with
Jesus Christ. Hat ing visited Chi Alpha
from rime to tim e,. I find the
organization sincere in its attempts to
strive for the greater glori' of Cod.
As in any other institution worked in
by man, Chi Alpha is susceptible to
mistakes. Whether the accusations made
against the evangelical group, that they
want to turn MSC furo a Hihie college
and the like are true, or not, i have no
power to judge. What I can say,
how ever, is that Price is completely
mistaken when he terms Chi Alpha as
lacking faith. Faith is the primary factor
which motivates ( ’Hi Alpha—the one
element which obviously brought the
group together in the first place. I am
speaking alxmt faith-in Jesus Christ.
I must also stress that any errors of
competence show n by Chi Alpha do
not stem from its Christianity, bur,
rather, from its humancss.
As far as education goes, I see that the
more I learn, the more my Christianity
is affirmed. Price is correct in his belief
th at “ real d ia lo g w ith o th e r
view points" is necessary. T o be tossed
aliout b yjsvin d of confusion by those
viewpoints, however, is compietele
ridiculous. A tree must first take root
before it can grow and later on
withstand a wind with any degree o f
success.

Join the
paper
Join the
paper
J o in

th e

paper

I believe that the truth will come
forth anyway, there is no need for
foolish arguments. With care, one can
truly see where the theories of man and
the facts oj ( rod collide. I will be lx>Id in
stating that I believe the Cospel
message to he true—come fascist or
Darwinist.
I do not tall this belief narrow
mindedness, but, rather, conformity to
w hat I have discovered to be true in mv
life. Mv roots are planted. Although I
am not perfect, I am free now to
compare what the world offers to what
I have already attained and make a
decision as to what is good and what is
bad. I must disagree, therefore, with
Price’s portrait of »Christian as being a
stereoti pie répetitor of party line
rhetoric and without a mind.
Before judging another person, one
must first look into himself. The vices
Price attributes to Christians aretypical
ol every person. How often do people
repeat w hat they have heard' from
someone they admire? I low often do
people cur themselves off from the
influence of friends with other views?
I low often do people show intolerance?
How often do people lack faith? The
answers lie within the reader.

Yes, I have experienced great peace and
happiness in my relationship withjesus.
Bur Jesus never said anything ivould be
easy. It takes guts to be a Christian, but
its reward is eternally worthwhile.
(iaetatto S,ilon¡one

An economic
mistake?
To the editor:
The American people have made a
fatal error in electing Ronald Reagan.
A few dais ago, I read in the
newspapers that Reagan’s top economic
advisory committee will partially

WITH THIS COUPOH

THE

Christians cry out against the wrongs
in the world simply because they are
human and mai’ slip and do the same
wrongs does not make the vice ani- less
tolerable. F ie ri’ man is a hypocrite.
Price’s expectation for Christians to be
perfect is unfair. Christians never
claimed to-be infallible; rhev are just
forgiven, and growing each dai' in
order to fix what is wrong with them.
As for Price’s .pessimism about the
joy and peace experience from
accepting Jesus into one’s heart, I
cannot force him or anyone to change
his view. I can only testify to what I, as
well as millions of other Christians have
felt:
Obviously, there must be
something to this controversy over
Christianity, since so many people are
into it and so mani' others are against it.

Stevens
Institute o f Technology
Fellowships and Assistantships are available for study and
research leading to the Doctor of Philosophy degree in engi
neering, science, mathematics, management science, and ap
plied psychology: Specialty research areas in these fields in
clude:
Qectro-Optics
Thin Films
Cryogenics
Machine Systems
Energy and Power
Instrumentation Systems
Computer Science
Management Economics
Industrial/Organizational
Psychology
Human Factors
Bio-Organic Chemistry
Marine Systems
Plasma Physics
Polymer Engineering

consist of .Milton Frcidman, an arch
conservative, if nor libertarian. If
Reagan agrees with Friedman's views,
which is rather certain, we will not
conquer iiny economic problems, as anv
gains will be cancelled out by losses.
Civil service jobs and public services
will be -endangered, and uncmplovmenr
will rise. Suppose Reagan, through the
channel of ivar, or by alternative means
does find a way to reduce inflation?
Those of us usho had either been fired
and or cannot find a job because of
cutbacks, due to right wing economic
policies, won’t benefit from lower
prices because w e w o n ’t have any
money.
I.indii Wilde
soeioloyy / 9S' >

For information about
appointments and graduate
evening programs write to:

Dr. Steven Sylvester
Graduate Studies Office
Stevens Institute of Technology
Castle Point Station
Hoboken, New Jersey 07030
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Not for women only
by Lori McDonough

W h a t’ s y o u r fa v o rite
dessert? If you could have ;
date with anyone in the world,
who would it be? What’s your
favorite holiday? If you could
ch a n g e a n y th in g ab o u t
yourself, what would you
change?
These arc just some of the
questions you might be
expected to answer if you’re a
student in anv of Rick
Zingher’s classes.' Zingher, who
has his MS \\ in social work,
is the only fulltime male faculty
p ro fe s s o r in th e hom e
econom ics departm ent at
MSC.
“ I think that sometimes
students arc tense in a
classroom situation, so 1 try to
make the classroom atmos
phere m ore relaxed and
informal. Asking a question at
the beginning of the period
allows students to talk about
themselves, without the risk of
being judged about what they
say. Students have told me at
the end of a semester that the
questions did succeed in
r e l a x i n g th e m . B e s id e s
allowing me to get to know my
students better, the questions
also provide me with some fun.
I don’t feel satisfied if I don’t
add a little fun to my work, and
if I’m not satisfied in my job,
the students won’t be satisfied
w ith "my p e rfo rm a n ce ,”
Zingher said.
Relaxing in his tidy office in
M a llo r v H a l l ,' Z in g h e r
described what it’s like to be
the only male home economics
faculty member. “ I receive a
v e ry s tra n g e re a c tio n
whenever I tell people that I’m

a home economics prolessor
They are shocked and curious,
and they immediately ask me
what I teach, expecting me to
answer cooking or sewing.”
At one time home economics
did consist of only cooking and
sewing. Todav, however, the
p rofession has expanded
greatly and covers a wide range
of interests including nutrition,
food service management,
con su m er affairs, fam ily
studies, clothing and textiles,
and education. Zingher, who
this semester is teaching two
sections of both “ Family
Sociology” and “ Inner City
Family, ’ commented on his
feeling toward other people’s
reactions, “At first I felt
awkward explaining my job
because of the feminine
stereotype attached to home
economics. I wanted to quickly
explain what I did and then
drop it. Now it doesn’t bother
me. PeoDle need to be educated
about tnc, field, so I take the
opportunity to do so.
“ Those engaged in the
profession haven’t educated the
public sufficiently enou gh
about it. We need people to
travel around to hign schools
and speak to students, Toth
male and female, on behalf of
home economics. Kven though
the discipline is more than
cooking or sewing, there is
npthiqg wrong with showing
interest in either of the two, ’
chuckled the young professor
who considers himself a “ wellrounded” cook.
Zingher has been teaching at
MSC for four years, and this is
his third year as a fulltime
fa c u lty m em b er. B e fo re
coming to the college he
worked as a therapist in a

Reasons to
by Linda Martelli

Mouse Thanksgre w)!,
Thanksgiving night
When all is still
A mouse creeps soft
Across the sill,
A mi f inds a cm mb—
The very least
Wee fraction of
The greater feast;
Then placidly
His whiskers cleans.
And feels the things
Thanksgiving means.
Dorothy Brown Thompson

“ Thanks for a good home
cooked meal. Thanks for a
weekend of no school and
work. Thanks because I am
finally a senior,” Rob (he did
not want his last name
revealed), a math major, said.
He continued, “ I enjoyed
Thanksgiving Day, but I wish
it was more like the first
Thanksgiving. When I was

mental health clinic located on
the lower Hast side of N Y , Dr.
Karen Todd, coordinator of
th e f a m ily an d c h ild
concentration of the home
econom ics department at
MSC, was also working there
at the time. “She explained to
me about the department at
MSC and mentioned that there
was a job opening that I might
be interested in. She related a
very positive and professional
feeling about her work at the
college so I was immediately
enthused,” Zingher said.
Zingher is a native of Kansas
C ity . He completed his
undergraduate work at the
University of Kansas and then
went on for his MSW at
R u tgers U n iv e rs ity /N e w
’ Brunswick. At both schools he
majored in social w ork.
“ Before I entered college I had
aspirations of becoming a
lawyer. I didn’t even know that
a social work major existed.
But when I started working at a
summer camp with children, I
enjoyed them so much that I
looked into the possibility of a
related career,” he explained.

presented to me is not the actual
problem, but rather a symptom
of it. Almost always I discover
that an overall lack o f
communication is the key
issue. My job is to improve
family functioning, so I sit with
the whole family and discuss
what can lie done to overcome
the pro Hem.
“ I’ve been very satisfied
with the direction my life has
taken since I’ve moved from

In addition to teaching 12
credits at MSC, the instructor
also works two days a week at a
family mental health clinic
roviding therapy. During a
reak from marking midterms, 9
Zingher explained w,hy He g
enjoys social work so much, “ I c
find the field very exciting and -i
challenging. It requires a lot of
co n c e n tra tio n
an d an i
understanding of the family jj’
system. Just last week, I o
worked with a family who S
came to sec me because their a
son was smoking pot. I find
Rick Z ingher takes
that many rimes the problem

ItefflftB illttR

the M idw est. F rom the
beginning of,my employment,
the other faculty members have
been very supportive of me.
Sometimes I feel like the token
male, especially when I’m
surrounded by 19 women at
faculty meetings, but I believe
that when I speak up I’m
expressing my individual
beliefs and opinions; not those
of the male sex."

P

break fro m teach in g an

re axes in

his o ffice.

be thankful are three

vounger and lived at home, my
father and I went hunting for
our Thanksgiving meal. The
day means more when it is
authentic. I enjoy reliving old
customs.”
On the fourth Thursday in
November of 1621, the first
Thanksgiving was celebrated
with much enthusiasm and
lasted for three days. The menu
was e x te n siv e and food
abundant. Indian braves had
added five more deer to the
meat supply, which was
already brought in by the four
plan shooting party. They had
venison, duck, goose, seafood,
eels, white bread, corn bread,
leeks, watercress, and a variety
of greens. Wild plums and
dried berries were served for
dessert. The sweet and strong
wine they drank was made
from wild grapes.
Turkeys were plentiful, but
there is no record that they
were eaten on the first
Thanksgiving. Other modern
favorites o f this day arc
cranberry sauce and pumpkin
pic, which were also available
but not listed as part of the
meal.
Students at MSC' are looking
forward to
Thanksgiving.

This is the first break they will
have since the semester began.
M any students enjoy a
trad ition al Thanksgiving
dinner of turkey, stuffing,
cranberry sauce; yams, and
pumpkin pie, while others are
sa tisfie d w ith w a tch in g
football games all day. Putting
aside individual pleasures, all
agree that it is a day of
“ Thanks.”
Halina Sudol, a sophomore
business major at MSC',
explained her ideas on this
holiday.
“CJiving thanks as they did
on the first Thanksgiving is the
importance of this day. My
family goes to church, and we
thank God for what he has
given us. Then we come home
and enjoy our traditional meal,
which consists of turkey, sweet
potato, stuffing, cranberry
sauce, and pumpkin pie. Our
family is all together on this
day, and we eat hearty,” Sudol
said.
Various customs have been
carried through the years.
Raffles of fowls and shooting
m atch es w ere held on
Thanksgiving live and are still
conducted throughout the
country each year.

1 hanksgiving was once a
more religious holiday than it is
now. The playing of sports has
been a custom from the
beginning. Stool ball was
played by the Pilgrims; bicycle
races in the last century and
football games in the present
have kept Thanksgiving an
active holiday.
Donna Koenig, a history anthropology major, said that
the high school football game is
a memorable event because the
whole town is together.
“ The homecoming game is
very colorful and is the last
game of the season. Fvcryone
shows up at this game,”
Koenig added.
She continued, “ I know the
background of Thanksgiving
because of my major. This
makes it more meaningful to
me. .My family and I celebrate
the day at my grandmother’s
house. The usual dinner is
planned with some («crinan
extras added. Turkey soup is
served before the niain meal.
Dumplings, which are like
potatoes, are served with
croutons in the middle. F.ach of
my aunts brings a dessert. My
favorite is pumpkin pound
cake.
T hanksgiving has

becom e too co m m ercial,
though. I will probably haveto
Work anyway this year because
I am a hostess at a restaurant.”
Parades are held not only for
the celebration of Thanks
giving, but also to welcome in
the Christmas season and the
arrival of Santa Claus.
Recently, Thanksgiving has
become a popular prelude to
Christmas and a time for sports
events, and for families and
friends to enjoy the holiday
weekend.
“ 1 enjoy the day off from ■_
work and school. A fter
attending church I come home
to watch football on TV. It’s a
relaxing day for me,” Michael
Moretro, an accounting major
at .MSC, said.
He continued, “ I don’t like
turkey or any ordinary holiday
food. I eat hamburgers on
Thanksgiving. This day is
celebrated by giving thanks,
which I feel is by your actions
and nor by what von eat. I
celebrate just as much as other
people ami have the same
holiday spirit.
1 he only
difference is while they are
chewing on something that
says ‘gobble,’ I am chewing on
something that says ‘moo.’
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Ugliness is i
o f the t
photos by Paul

by Linda Martelli
“ 1 raxing is the craziest
thing I have ever done. School
w as canceled because of snow,
bur my classes and I did nor
know it. I hex- convinced mero
go fraying. W’crook trays from
the cafeteria and slid down a
snow filled hill on Valley Rd.”
I)r. Cierald Ratliff, professor
of speech theater, talked alxmt
his matchless personality,
which helped him get enough
courage to enter the Ugliest
P ro fe s s o r On C am pus
Contest U PO C. He sat in his
office filled with keepsakes of
p ast p e r f o r m a n c e s and
souvenirs sent by friends.
lie continued, “ I was
pleasantly surprised that I was
chosen as one of the five
finalists for the contest.
Students sent my name in, and I
decided that I would campaign
because it is for a worthy
cause.”
Alpha Phi Omega A PO , a
f r a t e r n i t y at ,\1SC, is
sponsoring this contest which
includes student, faculty, and
community participation. The
proceeds of the contest, which
'' ill be made by charging
8 ()J •> vote, will cover the
pm Jiasc of a Thanksgiving
dinner for a needs’ family. The
professor thar wins will receive
a free dinner for two in an area
restaurant.
“ I he idea of helping a needy
family' and still having fun is
what really made me decide to
enter. If 1 win, I willdonatcmy
dinner to another needs’
family. I hope the faculty and
students support this contest,”
Ratliff said svirh a sincere rone
in his voice. I le calls his office

an ‘open office’ Because of the
many people that wander in
and our.
lie continual, “ 1 knesv it
ss’ould be fun. The contest does
nor actually mean ugly,' bur
rather crazy and svirry. l am as
ss’itty as anyone I know, so I do
have a good chance of
svinning.”
Ratliff said that he is nor
actively campaigning, because
he is very busy ss;irh reaching,
lectures, and cons’cntions. He
teaches graduate level courses
and is involved in Players and
other theater groups, which
keep him very busy.. T.ven
though he. is nor actively
cam paigning himself, his
students are doing it for him.
APO took his picture 'dressed
in a long nose and funny
looking hat, and it is displayed
in the Student (.enter,
“ I have been teaching at
MSC for six long years.
Students see me in a different
light than the faculty sees me.
The students believe thar I am
wild and suggestive because of
the why I act in class. 1 try to
ease the pain of learning for
them with a touch of humor. In
order to give an assignment of
10 or 15 papers a semester, I
have to make up for it by adding fun and laughter to my
classes," Ratliff said.
I lie crazy professor believes
the contest is very worthwhile
and wishes more professors ‘
would have entered.
“ I urge students and faculty
to buy votes, which will
support this serviceable event.

I here has never been an ugl\
person that I did not like,"
Ratliff concluded.

by Barbara Spallitta
“ One morning w'hen I
entered my office, I was
handed a co p y o f T h e
MontcLirioti by Nancy Du Val,
the secretary of the biology
department. That’s when I
discovered I was a contestant in
the U g ly P ro fe sso r on
Campus L’ P O C co n te st,”
explained Dr. Alvin Stein, a
professor in the biology
department at MSC.
“ It all started with a joke thar
I played on Du Val during
N arional Secretary Week a few'
weeks ago. I called her and said
I w'as calling from radio station
WOR and she had been chosen
as Secretary of the Week. I told
her to rake the day off. I had her
believing me for quite some
time, for at least five minutes,
when she realized thar it was
just a joke. She vowed that she
w'ouId get me back, and so she
entered me in U P O C ,” Stein
said, as he sat in his office in
Mallorv Hall.
A lth o u g h S te in w as
“ forced” into the contest, he
feels that He has an “excellent
chance of winning since the
students o f the b iology
department are very well
organized in ballot box
stu ffin g ,” the tall, slim
professor said. “ And, I’m
ugly,” he declared.
Stein, who has been at MSC
for four years, teaches “Cell

Biology” and “Cell Physiol
ogy” to undergraduates, and
“ Molecular
Biology"
and
“ Intcrmediatery Metabolism”
to graduate students. The dark
haired Stein stated that U PO C
is "the first and only contest
I’ve ever entered.
“ If I win, I will fulfill mv
campaign promise and lead all
of the ugly people out of the
shade and note their place in the
sun,” Stein said authoritatively
wdth a note of loyalty in his
voice. And if he loses, the
proud contestant said, “ I’ll
cry.”
Stein feels that U PO C is all
in fun and the money for the
prize (a dinner for turn at
Burn’s Country Inn) should be
donated w'ith the rest of the
money from the ballot box
stuffing to buy Thanksgiving
dinners for needy families.
Although he admitted that
he didn’t enter himself in the
contest, but that it was “Nosy
Du Val” who did, Stein was
assured that quite a bit of good
yamc out of the campaign. “ I
am much more famous now,
and my notoriety has spread
considerably since the contest
began,” he said.
“ I really came here looking
beautiful,” he said softly.
“ They made me ugly,” he
grumbled as he W'as bombarded
w'ith questions from students
and another professor during
the interview'.

“ Twant to be big, really big, Big Mac Big
pounder without cheese. In the past I have ach
in the future, recognition through U P( )C ,” r<
the biology department, w hen asked why he
Campus U PO C contest.
1 he'decision was quick, and “after a tlion
campaign advisor (her name is Amy), it was ai
Nancy Du Val, really deserves all ofthccred
recognize my potential and bring the elecriot
( iribbon, an associate professor of biologv, wl
-Cribben knows that he is qualified for rhet
“ My physical features are outstandings. Wher
with four ears, three eyes, who is bow lugged,
three feet tall,” he asked quizzically.
Cribben believes that Ins chances of winn
latest I .ou I larris Poll predicted a landslide vie
how reliable those polls are,” he said confide
“ Besides, I was once in a beautiful baby con
T.nglish bulldog. W hen I lost that contest, I soi
ugh ;” he said as he shrugged his shoulders. “ 2
one wort! to describe the other eonte.stanr.s--l
Cribben admitted that he voted for himself i
10 (23) votes. Unfortunately, I lost almost tha
forth to the Student Center—but I have since g
he said.
Asked how badly he w ants to win, Cribbc
lose its stripes, or a cat lose its whiskers? This
lifetime goal—letting the world know that
announced.
“hike all elected people, if I win, my first tas
supported me. And if I lose, you won’t have m
resign from public life and retire to my peanui
my memoirs. Bur, I want to make one thir
Montclarions; I will win," he roared.
” I he contest has been a lot of fun, and it’s fn
of biology, who teaches “('ell Biology,” “The
“ hcology,” and “ Plant Physiologv,” said.
And as he passed Dr. Alvin Stein, a competi
sing a little runeof “ I’m going to win... Trn goin
Mdlorv Hall. -ILirhmr Sp.i/li/j
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in the eye
beholder '
s by Paul Huegel

by Donna Cullen

by Carla Zarro
tiig .Mac big. I 'm tired ol being just a quarter
ist I have achieved recognition through abuse,
U P ()C ,” roared a stout Dr. I .arrV'Ciriblien of
;kcd why he entered the Ugly Professor On
after a thorough consultation with my chief
in ), it was an obvious decision. My secretary,
I of the credit since she was really the first to
I the election to my attention,” said the jovial
biology, who has been at MSC for nine years,
fied for the title of U P( ) ( i because, as he said,
ndingE Where else could you find’a professor
bow legged, weights 400 pounds, and is onlv
Hy.
ces of winning are pretty good since, ‘‘The
landslide victory for me, and everyone knows
said confidently.
»1 haby contest and tied for last place with an
contest, I sort of got the impression that I was
houlders. “ And compared to me, there is only
:>ntcstants~bcautiful," his voice rang out.
for himself in the preelection, “ I cast 6.023 x
st almost that many pounds walking back and
have since gained all of that back in ugliness,”
win, Cribben replied, “ Would a tiger like to
iskers? 1 his will be a realization of mv major
know that ugliness is beautiful,” Criblxn

, my first task will be to pay off all those who
ron t have me to kick around anymore. I will
o mv peanut farm in Tonopah, \ V to write
ike one thing perfectly clear to mv fellow
red.
in, audit's for a worthy cause," the professor
logy,” “ 1 he Plant Kingdom," “ .Mycology,”
ry,” said.
n, a competitor in U PO C , Cribben began to
in...I’m going to win," as hedaneed-dow nrlie

“ I found this brick while
walking along the street. There
were hundreds of them, and
they all had my name on
them.”
MSC’s Dr. I erry D. Schon,
an U g ly P r o f e s s o r On
C am pus/U PO C contestant,
was speaking about a brick
sitting on his desk w'irh
1 ER R Y carved out.
“ Phis is not an everyday
occurrence, so I decided to pick
one up,” he said laughing.
Schon is chairman of the
communication science and
disorders department. He said
he’s really not sure why he
entered the contest. “ My
secretary got the application
and said, ‘ Perry, why don’t
you enter?’ So I did. I thought
it would be fun.
“ Pm not very well known
on campus, and I thought it
would be interesting to find our
what it would be like,” the
asso ciate p rofessor said.
“ Although our department is
very good, it isn’t well known
cither, so I thought I’d give it
some recognition, too.”
Relaxing in his office in the
sp eech b u ild in g , S ch on
continued, “The money they
get from the voting will go
to w a rd s b u y in g peop le
Thanksgiving dinners who
otherwise would not be able to
have one. I think that’s nice.

Besides, I think MSC should
have some traditions like the
carnival or
Homecoming.
T hey’re fun.”
When asked why he thought
he should win, Schon smiled
through his salt and pepper
beard and said, “ Why not.Elaborating, he said, “ I have
no reason for winning or nor
winning. But I’d really like to
see them raise money for
charity.
“ Pm very self conscious
about the whole thing. But if
Pm goingto bethecampus nut.
Pm nor alone. I here are four
other contestants,” the friendly
professor said.
“ Pm in the contest so I won’t
try to avoid it. Pm trying to get
people to vote for me. Will
you?” he said, laughing.
“ I tell all my students to vote
for me. Some of them arc very
upset th at I ’ ve entered.
I hcy’re taking the ugly
professor literally. 1 think
th a t’s to u c h in g ,” Schon,
dressed in jeans and a plaid
shirt, said.
“ I try to have fun in my
classes. Pm very casual with
the students. I make silly jokes
about the stuff Pm teaching so
it won’t be so overwhelming.”
Holding up two oversized
plastic cars, Schon said, “ I
teach classes in hearing, that’s
why I have these.”

I he difference between the
recent presidential elections in
this country and the Ugly
Professor On Campus U PO C
elections here at MSC- is that,
U PO C is a better election—at
least according to U PO C
finalist Herb Sherman.
“ W e’ re m ore qualified
running for our office than
they were for theirs,” Sherman
insisted, “ It’s fairer too.
Phere’s no electoral college.”
As he sat looking over the
rough drafts for his campaign
posters, the professor of
management said, “ Pm raking
my campaign very seriously. ’
Sherman, along with four
other finalists, is a candidate for
U PO C , an award sponsored
by APO fraternity. According
to' Sherman, the candidates
m ore or less nom inated
themselves.
But now, for S.02 a ballot,
students can vote for their
favorite professor. “Stuffing
ballots is recom m ended,”
according to the APO contest
rules.
lh e money raised
through the election will fund
Ihanksgiving dinners
for
needy families. Voting starred
on Nov. 13 and will end on the
24th at the Student Center
Information Desk.
I he U P O C will be crowned
on Nov. 25 in the Student
(-enter Alali. “ I think it’s a
great idea,” Sherman said.
“ Phe cause is a very good one.
And if we can’t have fun on
campus, then we shouldn’t
come to school.” Sherman
added that he had another

reason for entering. “ Since 1’lit
APO advisor, it’s the least I
could do,” he explained.
Being freshman faculty,
Sherman has not met his
competition. “ I’ve been told 1
have a ver.y tough race ahead of
me.” But he said his chances of
winning are “slim to none. My
wife tells me that Pm not ugly,
so I have no chance," the short
and rather stocky Sherman
said.
“ Anyway, I’m a nice guy,”
he added, “and that’s why I
s h o u ld n ’ r w in — b e e a u se
everyone knows nice guys
finish last."
If he’s not ugly, is there
anything about him that’s
u g ly ? ‘‘ Y e s ,” S herm an
admitted, “my dog. My dog is
definitely the ugliest thing
about me.”
Even though the only thing
ugly about him is his dog,
Sherman does not mind the
contest being for the ugliest
professor. “ I don’t mind and 1
don’t care.” It’s not an election
of the ugliest, but a way to get
faculty and students involved
in a worthwhile project, he
said.
Besides, ‘ugly’ is such
subjective word, isn’t itr
Sherman believes it is. “Being
that beauty is a relative ten
ugly is certainly in the eye oi
the beholder. Since I’ve bee
wearing glasses for so long
how would I know what’s
ugly or beautiful?” he asketi
Sherman will soon find out i
he’s it. When U PO C is
awarded, everyone will know
what students here think ugh
is.

SUBLIMINAL
SEDUCTION
In Person

WILSON BRYAN KEY
“ Fascinating!
C aptivating!
I w ould
suggest this
inform ative
and
entertaining
program to
any sch o o l.”

“Th e lounge
w as filled to
capacity and
Key held the
audience
spellboun d.”
— Bates C ollege

— Lehigh University

A multi-media presentation
on the secret ways ad men arouse
your sexuality and even your death wish—
to sell and manipulate consumers.
From NEW LINE PRESENTATIONS

4Ho wrioNAt V 0 * .

DATE: Tuesday, Dec. 2
TIME: 8:00 PM
WHERE: Student Center Ballrooms
ADMISSION:$7.00 MSC Students
V

$2.00 All Others

M

Concerts' closes '80 season

by Maureen Baker

C)n the 17 of November,
( ’lass One Coneerrs presented
their last concert of the 1980
season. The show took place at
Memorial Auditorium before a
near sell-out audience. Up until
5 pm on the day of the show,
the ticket sales had only
reached 550; bur when the
show' began three and a half
hours later, the auditorium had
filled to full capacity.
At approximately 8:35 the
stage lights came up over a
band that was fronted by a very
petite woman holding a flute
and s ta n d in g so m e w h a t
timidly under hot concert
lights. She was the opening actI-Bobbi Humphrey.
W ith two not albums to her
credit Satin Doll and The flood
I-iff, the Arista recording artist
rook over the show with a
surprisingly powerful voice for
such an incredibly small
person. Singing verses and
playing the flute for most of the
choruses, Humphrey provok
ed great interest from the
crowd.
Humphrey’s band perform
ed with her for about an hour,
then left the stage only to
return to charm the audience
with an encore.
In between the two acts,
some people left their seats in
the auditorium- and were
confronted with the first
snowfall of the vear rather

T o m B ro w n e and Bobbi H u m p h rey bring jazz and R 'n 'B

to M S C .

unexpectedly; Bur Indore long,
live music permeated the
auditorium doors and the
crowd shifted insidey
On stage was a group of
people dressed in 21st century
garb—complete with alumi
num foil suits! The lights then
came up on two center staged
people, loin Browne and Toni
Smith. Cheers' from the crowd
preceded into intro from the
band, and what soon followed
"'as the song Browne is
apparently most famous for,
!•linkin' for Jamaica.
L'pon completion of the
song, a small portion of the
people left the auditorium,
some sav ing that was the only
song they came to hear, and
others who began to worry
ab o u t the p re c ip ita tio n
p rob lem o u tsid e . W ell,
whatever it was, it seems the
c r o w d e n jo v e d B o b b i
H u m p h rey a bit m ore,
p ro b a b ly b ecau se T o m
Browne played for only 4
songs leaving the rest of his
band (which totaled about 7).
Speaking as a member of
Class One Concerts, and a
student, I flunk the organiza
tion supplied the campus, and
surrounding community with
a bit of good music this
semester. What we have to look
forward to next semester is a
tew months of top recording
acts on the contemporary
charts.

Vinyl testament to Joni's genius
by llan Strasser
I remember feeling that the crowd
was tuned into each other long before
the show started. As the latecomers
filed into their seats, the anticipation
grew, and with it, a heightening senseof
something amiss, a keen nervousness,
and tredipation. The moments were
awkward. I felt lost amid the senseless
beginnings of an artistic event that
would promise to unlock the personal
future of its mother and creator. Joni
Mitchell must have felt a hundred times
worse. Her first concert tour in four
vears was just underway, and she must
have been acutely aware of the serious
criticism that her previous four albums
had received. 1 his show was intended
to prove once and for all that Mitchell,
the artist, hadn’t lost it; that she could
still sing songs of substance and
emotionally bind an audience. More
importantly, it was her only way of
proving to herself that her inspiration
and sensitivity still survived. It became
a test of her own personal vision.
When it was all over, everyone in the
stadium, including Mitchell herself, was
aware that she had not only survived as
an artist, but that she subsequently
staked out new territory foiTierself and
her listeners. On that night of
staggering achievement, Mitchell gave
one of the most remarkable appearances
of her life. Shadows A nd Light is the
vinyl testament to her genius.
The album opens with an obviously
thought out introduction that dispels
any notions of Mitchell’s supposed
artistic paranoia. She docs not fear the
critics, and she chooses to challenge her
audience. No less.

The set begins with In France They
K iss' On Main Street, Mitchell’s
subdued invocation to freedom and art.
The quick shuffle of the beat masks a
deft ly ric line th at yells for
in d e p e n d e n c e and a llo w s no
compromise:
“ In France they kiss on Main
Street/.Amour, mama, nor cheap
display...”
There is no other way for Mitchclleverything out in the open' with no
sneak punches. Honest but abrasive.
This is a lady looking to find herself and
damn anyone who gets in her way.
Next is Fdith and the Kingpin, a
wonderful song about crime and
passion with a scaring melody and a
fluid lead guitar that make it stand out
far above the original. Coyote, on the
other hand, fails som ewhat in
comparison to theoriginal, butthesame
decisiveness and urgency are felt here.
I he vocal performance Filters slightly,
but the steady bass of Jaco Pastorius
swirls around Pat Methcny’s lead guitar
fills, and the musical effect is dreamy.
I he side closes with Goodbye Pork Pic
Hat, as vagueand unsuccessful as it is on
the Mingus allium. Fven the frantic
accompaniment of the audience can’t
save the song, which attempts to sav too
much in too little time. Mitchell is an
untiring worker, but Goodbye Pork
Pie Hat, like most of the songs on
Mingus, just doesn’t come through.
Side two opens with The Dry
Cleaner f rom Des Moines, another
song off the severely criticized Mingus
album, and the accelerated whimsy of
the original is replaced by uncontroled
flight here. 1 he vocals are tense and
unable to carry the song to completion;

Mitchell falters with this unintention
ally lifeless song. Only this song and the
aforementioned Pork Pic Hat are
ineffective. I here is a pause in theshow
(nor evident on the record), and then,
unexplainablv and almost magically,
the character of the artist breaks out
with Amelia. I here is never any
looking back. Amelia is sung so
precisely and with so much conviction
that your heart is literally torn apart. It
is impossible not to feel the singer’s pain
when Mitchell sings: “ And like Icarus
descending 7I fell into your arms, O h
Amelia, it was just a/False alarm.”
Pat Methcny plays a beautiful lead
solo to bridge Amelia and Coyote, and
the guitar just hums. Methcny is
different here than he is on his own
r e c o r d i n g s , and his s t y l i s t i c
interpretation of Mitchell’s songs is
flawless. 1 he feeling is similar to the
one I felt during Mitchell’s Miles of
A isles tour, when Robbcn Ford of the
TA Kxpress backed Mitchell on lead
guitar and damn near stole the show
From her. One thing that must be said
for Mitchell is that shepicks her touring
musicians flawlessly. The control she
assumes on stage demonstrates an
affinity between not only herself and
the players, but between the players and
the music as well. It’s amazing to hear,
even more so when one considers that
every moment after the release of Blue,
Mitchells classic 1971 album, was
leading to this perfect matching of
singer, material, and band.
Sides three and four present songs
from Hejira, Court and Spark, and Blue.
Mitchell’s treatment of Woodstock is
vastly different here than on her 1976
Miles of Aisles, but it has no less energy

herc; Dreamland is far better than its
original version and points out what
Mitchell might have done with that
album (Don /nan’s Reckless Daughter) if
she had been able to use it as a link
between fo r / he Roses and Hejira.
Conversely, Free Man in Paris is
evocative of the original, with no
inventive flashes, bur the song is so
good that to change it Would almost
seem like meddling.
On the last side, Mitchell brings I he
Persuasions back on stage, and rhev join
her for Why Do Fools hall in Love? and
Shadows and Tight. Both songs are
exceedingly well-tempered. Fools in its
high-spirited fun and Shadows and
Tight by its
philosophically sober
attempt to deal with the ills of the
world. It would not seem that the two
songs would fit well one after the other,
out somehow they do. The album,
closing with Woodstock as a last
surprise, just goes to show that
Mitchell, as she has maintained all
along, is a multifaceted artist who
continually reinterprets her work in
terms of her feelings. She is an artist
who asserts herself whether on stage or
on vinyl, and for most of its sixty plus
minutes, Shadows and Light is another
classic album by an artist who refuses to
compromise her vision, or ideals.
Shadows and Light is the album o f 1980,
and its sincerity, drive, and honesty
make it the perfect defense against those
who would write Mitchell out of the
rock n roll elite. Mitchell is first and
foremost an artist. And that’s important
in these days of reckless words and
unrestrained cacaphony. .Mitchell, in
spite of what any' of her detractors
might say, will always l>e an original.
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Train wreck at
Grand Central
by Stephen Kantrowitz
The new off Broadway mus
ical Frimbo, which is being per
formed at the new ( irand Cen
tral Terminal Theatre, is about
as enjoyable as being in a train
wreck. Although Primbo, a
jay./ musical about rftc legend
ary
railroad buff T..A1. Trirnbo, is
performed with a certain
amount of effectiveness, it is
simply a tedious and monoid
nous venture.
One can’t expect an obnoxi
ous, mundane, and absolutely
boring lexicographer (diction
ary compiler), who spent his
entire adult life riding trains, to
be turned into a dynamic and

Yorker magazine contributor
Rogers I'M . Whitaker. It is
based on the book All A boara
u'ith F . M . b r i m bo, by
Whitaker and Anthony Hiss.
The sketchy and ambiguous
plot revolves around Trimlx),
played by Richard B. Schull,
and his train escapades.
Through the course of the ride
we visit such interesting places
as Istanbul, C asab lan ca,
Mexico City,
Paris, and
Moscow. However, the locales
lo se th e ir in trig u e and
fascination as soon as Trim bo
arrives. Frimlx) is a man who
has been left by three wives
(understandably) and has little
to offer either an audience or
the people he fraternizes with.

( ¡r o u c h o M arx w ith a
headcold. He was particularly
offensive in the song On A
Train At Night, right after he
finally showed some interest in
the alluring Trench journalist,
Contcssa, plaved bv Deborah
May.
May was splendid in the role
of Contcssa. When she first met
Trimlx), she told him his name
sounded like a “small elephant
w ith b ig e a r s . ”
The
relationship Iterwcen the two
of them was confusing. It
wasn’t dear what her interests
really were, At first it appeared
that she was giving nun the
brush off. But soon after, she
made advances that had to be
taken seriously. Mav shined in

The opening number, which contained strains o f a jazzed-up
version o f I've Been Working On the Railroad, complete with
train whistles, introduced us to some unimaginative themes
which we were to hear again , and again, and again.
illuminating figure in a jazz
musical. The two simply don’t
mix. It is like pouring-gasoline
on a fire; they clash quite
noticeably.
The only seemingly unique
characteristic of the show was
its location. ( Irand Central
Terminal, on 42nd -Sr., has
turned the waiting room,
adjacent ro Tracks 39-42, into
a 250 seat theater. This is the
first off Broadway play ever to
be produced in a railroad
terminal.
Frimbo is a chronicle of the
railroad adventures of the
fanatical train rider T..M.
Trimlx), created by Xezc

As far as SchijlTs perform
ante goes, he seems to have
expertly captured the essence
of Trimlx). f rom the work
Schull has. done in the past, one
would think he would be more
at ease in a comedy. Bur
considering what he had to
work with, a man who has
about as much personality as a
caboose and is about as
humorous as a refrigerator car,
Schull made a rather good
showing for himself, as far as
his acting abilities go.
But for someone who has the
lead role in a jazz musical,
Schull missed the mark. His
voice sounded much like

the sensual song of seduction,
I.adv By Choice, in which she
clearly flirted with Trimlx) ,
and was later joined, by the
entire ensemble.
The ensemble was chiefly
made up of the 11-piece band.
Their plat ing of the music
was, to a large degree, quite
impressive. Not only did they
plat’ with gusto, but they also
joined in and sang on certain
numbers. The set, a skeletal,
and largely unattractive, green
railed structure, enabled them
to be on the stage the entire
time. The Conductor, plat ed
by Carry Riley, had the two
fold honor of being the

R ichard B. S ch u ll, P attie D ’A rcy, and Cass M o rg a n bo ard 
ing th e Frim bo Express in th e n e w o ff B ro ad w ay m usical.

conductor of the band as well as
of the orchestra. 1 le sang and
acted, as well. He had a pleasant
singing voice, although his
acting was norhing special. At
times, his characterizations
w ere rath er forced and
unnatural.
To complete the cast we
have the Trio, plat ed by Pattie
D’Arcy, Cass Morgan, and
Pauletra Pearson. They were
also fine singers, especially in
the song I Hate Trains, a
brassy rune in which they
symbolized Trimbo’s wives,
chastised him, and let our their
f r u s t r a t i o n s o v e r th a t
exasperating man. Although
they stood our in that number
and perhaps one more, they
lacked the ability to develop
any amount of characteriza
tion, and, frankly, one would
have preferred the Andrew
Sisters.
The m usic itself left

something to lx- desired. The
opening num ber, which
contained strains of a jazzed-up
version of I’ve Been Working
On the Railroad, complete
with train whistles, introduced
us to some unimaginative
themes which we were to hear
again, and again, and again.
The biggest fault With the
score was the fact that it was
'very repetitive and monoton
ous. It was also very noisy. It
was not the hand-dapping,
Ixulv-swaying score that it
should have been. 11 was more a
tomato-throwing, car-splitting
mess that didn’t help matters
any.« .
Frimbo, which is playing at
the (irand Central Terminal
Theatre on 42nd St., isa lx)ring
and frustrating musical that can
b6 overlooked. A’ou do have a
choice, though. T.irhcr see the
play, or have a toorh extracted.
You get the same results.

it's M y Turn—stay home and watch TV
by D eb o rah J . Johnson

It 's My Turn would make a better TV.
situation comedy than it does a full
length motion picture. At least on the
t«l)e you’d have the option of changing
the channel.
The movie revolves around Dr. Kate
(iu n z in g c r (Jill C la y b u rg h ), a
mathematician at a university in
Chicago. It seems her life is as complex
as the math problems she purs on the
black lx>ard.
One of her more inquisitive students
is close to finding the solution to an
abstract equation she’s devoted years to
researching. Her widowed father is
marrying a woman she can’t stand.
( The old girl can’t swim, although why
that’s relevant is never explained.)
(iunzingcr has also liecn offered an
administrative position at an N Y C
school, which would mean leaving her
live-in lover, Homer, played by
Charles (irodin. To top it all off,
(iunzingcr is an incredible klutz when
it comes to being chic. She’s constantly
getting her glasses tangled in her hair, or

tripping in her red spiked heels.
Bur wait, the plot thickens. At
Homer’s urging, (iunzingcr goes to
NAC for the dual purpose of being
interviewed for the new job and
attending her father’s wedding. At the
rehearsal dinner she meets Ben 1Lewin
(.Michael Douglas), her future step
brother. ' ,
Not only is Lewin a major league
baseball player, bur also somewhat of a
chivalrous fellow. When (¡unzingcr’s
Dad announces he’d like to dance with
his favorite girl, both (iunzingcr and
her future step-mother get up. Lewin
quickly rises, too, and escorts
(iunzingcr to the dance floor to cover
her faux pas.
It isn’t exactly love at first sight, for
Lewin and (iunzingcr have alxutKas
much in common as Reggie Jackson and
Albert Kinsrein. However, as fate
would have it, they get stuck spending
the remainder of the night in each
other’s company. The result is some
very amusing sarcastic quips.
“ Are you a celebrity? Do people
come up to you?” (iunzingcr asks
caustically. “()ccasionallv...in airport

urinals,” retorts Lewin.
In another scene, (iunzingcr is
determined to prove she too is
athletically inclined—at game room
fooslxvll. As she gets her scarf wrapped
around the handles for the umpteenth
time, Lewin remarks, “ Why do you
wear such stupid clothing?” ’“ Why do
you choose such stupid games?" is the
reply.
Naturally they end up in bed. And
just when it looks like (iunzingcr does
excel in sonic indoorsport, what should
arrive at her hotel door? A dozen roses
from Homer. He misses her, despite the
fact that she works on her “ Fusion
Two” theory in the afterglow of their
lovemaking.
So it goes; Homer plus (iunzingcr
plus I -ewin equals a menage a trots, and
the remainder of It’s My Turn is spent
second guessing which one Kate will
end up with.
Clayburgh is warm and funny as
( iunzingcr, bur it appears that director
Claudia Weill is quilty of typecasting.
The (iunzingcr role is not much
different from the women Clayburgh
portrayed in A n Unmarried If Oman and

St artinf;, Over.
I he message in this film is different,
though. In her previous roles,
(dayburgh was a woman in search of
herself. In It’s My Turn the self is
c o m p l e t e , e v e n if c l u m s i l y
accomplished. The next step, then, is
establishing a meaningful relationship
with a man.
The noncommittal, I’m-for-me-andyou’re-for-you, open relationship
(iunzingcr has with Homer is not the
answ er she thought it would be. 1 lomer
is nice. He makes (iunzingcr laugh. But
is it love?
On the other hand, Lewin represents
a knight in slightly tarnished armor. He
is intriguing. He compels (iunzingcr to
reevaluate her entire lifestyle in two
days. But he is also married, allxit
unhappily. Opposites do attract; the
question is, do they, stay attracted?
Unless Weill makes a seqiiel (It’s Our
Furnt') we ll never know.
It's My Turn provides an evening’s
diversion. Stav ing home and watching
1 A ^will give you the same effect, and
you’ll save $4 in the process.
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And justice for
all buffaloes

Forsyth's
latest
crisis

. by Victoria M . Sottile
American Buffalo, by David Mamcr, exercises language and
understanding. Mamet’s characters, uttering profanities, carry the
meaning of expression to the limit.
The script, by most standards, would not be considered a
literary work. However, it is “literal,” leaving little room for
interpretation.
I ne show, set in a basement junkshop in Chicago, opens with
Donny> played by Clifton James, owner of the snop, lecturing
nobby, played by 1 homas Waites, on basic lessons inlifc. Donnv
is chastising Bobby in an almost fatherly fashion for not following
directions in a stake-out.
It is immediately obvious that Bobby has a very intense need
for approval. Waites plays Bobby as a simpering, disoriented,
head-nodding shell of a man, desperately seeking Donny's
attention. Bobby’s bland attempt to defend his foul-up is very
loosely knit and comical, as he actually believes he has done th'c
. right thing. NJo matter; he receives recognition, however negative
it may be.
I h'c real issue at hand here is a coin heist Donny and Bobby are
scheming. 1 hese would-be thieves arc haphazardly finalizing the
heist when J each, played fry AI Pacino, enters.
Pacino’s entrance onstage electrifies and ignites the action. He
is a loathcsomc, sloppy, almost comic figure, bristling wirh rage .
and ravaged by his own powerlcssness.
F eatured in 'A m e ric an B u ffa lo ' are C H ft o r ^ a m e s ^ h o m a s
I he ensuing dialog is quick, sharp, and as offensive to the ear as
W aites, and A I Pacino.
nails on a chalkboard. Upon becoming acclimated to it, one
j friends, but finds himself lieing ripped apart as a result.
realizes that what is not being said is of primary importance.
I here is the question of what is right and what is wrong.
Mindless ralk of the weather and what is for breakfast indicates the
I According I each, being right or wrong does not matter
empty world these men exist in.
|providing you believe something. “You make vour own right or
l each is filled to the brim wirh frustration, and very unsettled
I wrong, he tells Donny.
about Donny’s comradcric with Bobby. He believes that
n,or sl,rPr «?cd with Leach’s physical onslaught of
friendship and business don’t mix. Friendship is friendshipnobby. His lashing out is derived purely from frustration, and his
business is survival, 'l et, he weasles his wav into the heist,
mabi itv to accept his lack of aurhorirv over the Ireisr and rhe
successfully thrusting Bobby out.
people in his life.
1 each is a man desperately seeking some verification in his
It is apparent that what these men would do for each other is a
world, just as Bobby is. I he difference lies in the fact that Teach is
disastrous as what they do to each other. Talk of it being a kickass
aggressive while Bobby is passive. Pacino’s constant pacing and
world is just that—talk. I he constant repetition of each other’s
motion across the stage illustrate the confusion l each feels. Hejs
dialog reinforces rhe confusion and haplessness of their lives.
at odds with the world. In order to obtam.some comfort, he
I he audience is draw n right into the action, as rhe stage is threeattaches meaning, to cveryrhing-cven the junk has a unique
sided and floor level. T he set, designed bv Marjorie Kellogg, is a
meaning to him. Pacino successfully convinces us of the
cornucopia of all items imaginable; rabies, chairs, plastic flow ers,
renuousness of l each’s situation.
dolls—nicely cluttered but not distracting. Donny is the mediator who does not want to betray cither of
A merican Buffalo tells us that life for man, as for rhe animal, may
his friends. He is torn because of this, and when he finally makes a
be a no-Wm situation; constantly facing extinction—hard v
decision, he makes the wrong one. James combines gruffness in
surviving. It may be a no-win situation for Leach, Bobby anil
the form of crude honesty, and a gentleness which borders on
Donny, but it is nor entirely hopeless. It is just another dav in rhe
compassion, in his portrayal. Donny wants to trust both of his
lire ot some tools.
*
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Montclair State Colleqe

The Montclair College Chamber Choir
. "**"
~
David Randolph, conductor
Montclair Heights Reformed Church
David Maiullo, accompanist
71 Mt. Hebron Rd.
Fri. Dec.5 at 8PM
Upper Montclair, N J
Pr° 9ratn:
Admission Free
Motet: Jesu Meine Freude
-J.S. BachMotet: O Heiland, reiss die Himmel auf, Op.74, No.2
-Johannes BrahmsMissa Brevis in B Flat Major, K.275
-W.A. MozartMethod of Accounting, A New System of Water
Purification, Biting Humans
Calf 893-5112 For More Information
-Gabriel FontrierCENTER FOR THEAftfS 20t-893-5te

Winter Recess
January 4 - 9 ★ ★ ★ January 1 1 - 1 6

Stratton

Five Days - Lifts........ ..................... . 5 6 5

— Special Savings —
All Inclusive Ski Instruction Packages
Lifts * Lessons ★ Lodging
Meals * Parties * T axes * Gratuities

M ontclair State College
THE MONTCLAIR JAZZ MACHINE
with

Power and the Cloir Chords
Mario Oneglio, Conductor
Eddie Vasserman, Soloist
F e a tu rin g rh e m u sic o f E llin g to n , Basie,
T orm e, M onls a n d others.

Thurs., Nov. 20 ot 8 pm
ADMISSION FREE
Memorial Auditorium
C o ll fo r in fo . - 8 9 3 -5 1 1 9

..

Ski Weeks and Ski Instruction Programs
For Information and Reservations
Write or Telephone
Ted Johnson

Alpine International
Dept. 158
E. Glastonbury, CT 06025
I Tel. (203) 633-4455 (eves.)

by Mark Maloney
In 1971, Frederick Forsyth
wrote The Day of the Jackal, hi
first novel, which concerns a
assassin and his attempt to ki.,
French President Charley
DeGaullc. Wirh the publijfe
cation of The Day oj the fackM
Forsyth announced that
would write three novels anif
no more. His second novd|fO
The Odessa File, is the story o
man who stumbles upon fi;
highly secret organizations
Odessa, which protects formât
Nazi war criminals.
The Dogs of War, his third
novel, considered by many
copie to be his best, « ¡ « p
rilliant story of mercenaries '
fighting in Africa. T his noVeh
was noted for its excellent
characterization of men who
fight for money, not from any
sense of duty towards th(èir
country.
.,?/£.
Now, more than six years
after the publication of The
Dogs o f War, Fredericks
Forsyth has written The
Devil’s Alternative. A tightfÿ
woven story, it portrays a
world on the brink of possible
disaster.
I hc ycar is 1982, and a m ^ f
nearly dead from exhaustiofl
and exposure, is rescued ¿t f y
Black Sea. Lhe US is on tfie \
brink of an arms treaty w itht^iS
USSR, which is itself suffering:
from widespread grain erikt
failure. A supertanker, load...
with oil and twice as big as kjriyft- \
tankcr afloat, is held hostagelfty’ "
the North Sea by a batKL^®r?’
Ukrainian terrorists.
W v S H fei
Forsyth has taken all of tijt^ p
incidents and intertwine^
!||
into a novel which is fa^pai^M ^
and exciting. Utter
complex materials, a plot lifrL% %
rhat arrows swift and
the target, and s u rp ris e jgag g ^
come like pistol shots
ingredients in F o m r i ^ P
alchemical blend.
p
Adam Munro, thl|p'
character, is assigned fe 'cH B fm t
of first secretary
t|8ij|gg?
commercial section IpF'

E

British Embassy in fl& c ig H j
lh e post, howcveR^: isTflP
convenient cover b r ' K 4 r a |
(British Intelligcnce^'TTii^®,
Munro rekindles t h e ^ a t i ^ l
ship he has with the
loves, and who now wdrks
secretary in the Krcm |||^’h<^/% i:
relationship, Munro
as an intelligence ag e^ an d bLU OS
knowledge and percej^ons^j^^sy
politicians in times oLfejrisis
all important clerijents 3 w |SPt
Forsyth’s story linc.wr?
The Devil’s Alternative is
fastpaced, rightly woven novel
.
which deserves to be read BfiipSl
anyone who is interested .in | 1
suspense fiction. While not
quite up to the; level of
excellence Fbrsyth achieved with lh e Dogs of War, The
D ev il’s Alternative is an
v
excellent novel in its own right.

lH.Thc iVlontclarion^Thur., Nov. 20, 1980.

THUR., NOV. 2 0, 1 9 8 0 -Fc
DANCE: Dance, 8-12 pm at the

Student ('enter Ballrooms.
Sponsored hv Turkish Students
Association, ('lass II of -S(JA.
Admission is S3 for MSC.students
and S3 for others. Tree
refreshm ents,w ith I S and
international music, featuring
“DJf? I onv Best.
CONCERT: Jazz (Concert, music
department. Memorial Auditor
ium at 8 pm, free admission, please
contact music department.
DANCE: T’olk Dancing MSC
To|k Dancers, Fife Mall 125F 810:30 pm. .MSC students S.50,
others S I. Beginners and
intermediate instructions anti
request dancing. Lots of fun and
gotxl exercise. Meets ever v
Thursday evening.

FRI., NOV. 2 1 . 1 9 8 0
RECITAL; Flute rcciral h>- Joan

RACQ UETBALL
vRacqucrball
party at Yogi Berra Club on Rr. 46
in Fairfield, 17 courts, showers,
sauna. All the beer you can drink,
munchies. Tickets are available at
SI0. Nov. 19-2 I, Student ('enter
from 10-2 and limited to only 125.
Profits will be donated to United
Way of Montclair. Sponsored by
( ¡roup 3 Productions.

Hclwig, Al A()(.', at Student
Center Ballroom A, at 4 pm.
Admission is S2, to raise money
for the Spanish d eparrment's
scholarship fund.
MOVIE: The College Life Union
Board will present do IVfit and .-/
Ihv A t '/'hr R,im with the .Marx
Brothers. Admission is free.
Student Center at 8 pm.
M O N .. NOV. 2 4 , 1 9 8 0
LECTURE: Y.MCA; 25 Park
Street lecture II »///<•//a Revolution

M O N .. DEC. 1. 1 9 8 0
FILM: Films by CINA-Double

feature Psycho and. Foreign
( Torrespondenr. Student (¡enter
Ballrooms S.75 MSC students all
others SI.25.

pm on the third floor of the
Student (.enter. Admission is-free.
W ED ., NOV. 12, 1 9 8 0
GROUP ACTIVITY: Tue. Dee.

TUE., DEC. 2 , 1 9 8 0
LECTURE: SnbUniuud Hfi/utimu

16 at Panzer ( ! ym 2-4 phi. ( Jroup
Activity: “Almost Anything
does” registration Dec. 8 and 9 ar
the Student (¡enter Mall. Let out
your frustration, register with a
team or without.

sponsored by CINA. Student
(¡enter Ballrooms at 8 pm. All
MSC students SI others S2.

Are you wondering what to do
with the rest of your life?

in 19tSd's, Will he held at 7 pm.
TUE., NOV. 2 5 , 1 9 8 0
MEETING: There ; will be a

General Board .Meeting of the
College I ,ifc Union Board at 4 pm
in Meeting Room 2 of the Student
('enter.

Anne Buchman, R.N. was asking herself this question
not too long ago. Halfway through a 4-year college
program, Anne realized a liberal-arts education was
no guarantee to a secure future in a tight job market.
Besides, she was eager to begin working with people.

Women's Choice

Anne enrolled at Christ Hospital School of Nursing
and 30 months later was a licensed registered nurse
that led to a career and a future with security.

ANEW .
Reproductive Health'
Center Designed
for Women

Our program includes:
• Early Clinical Experience
• 25 College Credits at our Affiliate St. Peter’s
College
• No Age, Sex, Race or Religious Barriers.

F R E E pregnancy tests
■

W ED ., DEC. 3 , 1 9 8 0
CATACOMBS: Will be held at 8

F R E E counseling

A B O R T IO N by board
certified gynecologists

I Yes, I’m interested in a career in nursing and
| would like more information. Please send your free
I brochure and application form.

One Low Foe * Strictly Confidential

| Mail To: Doris G. Feldman, R.N., M.N. Ed.
j Christ Hospital School of Nursing
| 169 Palisade Ave., Jersey City, N.J. 07306

489-2266

10 Zabriskie Street, Hackensack
NAME
ADDRESS

You Can Still Make
ADifference

C IT Y

PHONE(

While careers in public service may not be as fashionable
as they were a decade ago. such careers can be very
rewarding and personally satisfying.

STATF

7 IP

)

The MSC Jewish Student Union sponsors a

General M em bership M eeting

After just three months of intensive training at The Institute
for Paralegal Training, you will be preparedto work in govern
ment agencies, public service organizations and law firms as
a Legal Assistant in the fields of Administrative and Public
Law or Criminal Law. You will do work traditionally performed
by attorneys. You will work in the dynamic field of govern
ment legislation and regulation and be involved in such areas
as: Environmental Law, Food Drug and Health Law, Criminal
Justice, Equal Opportunity, Welfare, Energy, and Product
Safety Law.

[T racin g O u r Jew ish R o o ts Throug]

>

Furthermore, you will earn graduate credit towards a
Master of Arts in Legal Studies through Antioch School of
Law for all course work completed at The Institute.
W e are the nation’s first and most respected school for
paralegal training, and since 1970, have trained more than
4,000 college graduates from across the country.

•Tues. Nov. 25, 1980
8.00 pm

If you are a senior of high academic standing and looking
foram eaningfulcareer.contactyourPlacem entOfficeforan
interview with our representative.

W e will visit your campus on:

Student Center Ballroom C

Thursday, December 4

ALL WELCOME
The
Institute
for
Paralegal
Training

R e fre s h m e n ts will
235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19103
(215) 732-6000 "

be

serv ed

This promises to be a most informative and
interesting new type of experience,
and lots of fun!!!

(Operated by Para-Legal, Inc.)

Approved by The American Bar Association
Programs Earn Full Credit Toward M.A. in Legal Studies
through Antioch School of Law.

h

JSU is a Class Three of SGA

... ..................................................................................... ..................................... -

................................

?
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PERSONAL; Where are all the
pencil sharpeners? B. Quigley.

PERSONAL; George* are vou

going

out

with

Micheile?

PERSONAL; 1..T.S You enne
knocking at my heart's door,
you're everything I've been

IThe Alliance of Jewish Student J0^an^Éitions

Hj

ALLIANCE
CO FFEEH O U SE

featuring folk singer and mime performer

coffee tea - hot chocolate
home-baked goods
-

Saturday, November 22, 1980
—
8:30 to 12:30 pm
“
Cost: $2.00
Place: YM -YW HA of Metro New Jersey
i
\

760 Northfield Avenue
W est Orange, New Jersey

j

/

For more information call:

o r Lorrain e 943-8294

is a Class One Organization of Your SGA.

searching for, put your hand m
mine and soon you will find, a love
that can grow even more. J.C.P.

FOR SALE: 19 71 Chcvelle
Malibu, automatic; ps, am fm,
snows, excellent condition, call
l orn at 285-0014 (home) Or 4289
WANTED; BSC,L s Strii'i1is now
(office).
accepting submissions for the FOR SALE: Steel belted radials on
second issue. Submissions can be
13 rims, (two snows and one
prose, poetry, article's, etc; please regular), dash and speaker kits,
leave submissions in the BSCL'
battery; tonneau cover, all from
Office.
1978 Accord, call l.ou 845-6136.
WANTED: Apartment to share
FOR SALE: Audio Control 520with female willing to pay SI 50 in B equalizer, five band with
the .MSC: area or Fairlawn area, call
subsonic filter, S100 Dvnaco PatBeth 791-9243.
y Pre-amp. Power supply
modification, SI50. I wo empty
PERSONAL: ( .'oilecu, know voiC I’.PI M250 corner cabinets S75.
al\i ays read this just to see. Just
Omnisonic imager less than three
wanted to say have a good dav.
weeks old SI50, call George at
Keep smiling! Mark.
744-0868.
FOR SALE: Springsteen tickers
WANTED: Mavingcar rroubles? I
(four) Thanksgiving night, (¿ill
elo tune ups, brakes, front ends, Steve at 696-2298.
automatic, and manual transmis
FOR SALE: 1970 Grand Prix
sions, and also install stereos at
excellent for partSr, will negotiate,
affordable prices. Call Bob 867- . call Doreen 377-0200 after 12:30
5936.
pm.
WANTED: Qualified persons
FOR SALE: Flecrric typewriter,
needed for security purposes,
good condition, best offer. Doreen
apply in person after 8 pm at
377-0200 after 12:30 pm.
Whispers Bar and Fating
FOR SALE: 1975 Uuick Opel
Fmporium, call 628-1669,
Model 1900, 57,000 miles mint
HELP WANTED: Parttime S6 an
condition, 23 mpg. city, Sanyo
hour and expenses, flours are am fm cassette, asking S2,0()0.
flexible, for information, call 429Call 746-4109.
0430, 2-6 pm.
LOST: Girl's gold watch very
WANTED: Wanted to buv old
sentimental, probably lost
gold jewelers' and diamonds. Call
lietween Clove Rd. and College
L'sama after 6 pm at 278-6071.
Hall. Call Carol 893-4888 Room
WANTED: .Magician for Dec. 12
309C.
•lietween 8-9 pm. Willing to pay
LOST: Lost at beer blast silver
S25, for information call 373ring wirh black onyx, if found
6640 and ask for .Ms. Jackson.
please call 89.3-4602 ask for Anne.
WANTED: Oneorawo animates
F O U N D : Change purse in
for five room apartment, SI0 0 and Student Center Cafeteria. Owner
utilities. ( .losc,t o school, fromJan.
must-dcsorilic..purgeamkeontewts.
trCaff Nanrnrr'5f#=5'5'78.--f -afl f .itrry at 438-691! after4 pin.

€ Î

n

■ O ,: ; V

CINEMA PRESENTS:

Î

f- A

s

^WîONAlM^

'

An Alfred Hitchcock
Double Feature

PSYCHO
FO REIG N
CO RRESPO NDENT
Mon., Dec. 1
7:30 pm
Student Center Ballrooms
75<F w/MSC ID
$1.25 w/out MSC ID

ALSO:
send
UNICEF Cards
this holiday

Beautiful Designs from Around the World
A

.UX J

Available in the C.I.N.A. Office
Mon., Dec. 1 - Fri., Dec 5
and in

Student Center Lobby
Mon., Dec. 8 - Fri., Dec. 13

I'he Montdarion/I'hur., Nov. 20, 1980. 21

IM highlights

Coaches at 6 -0

by Bo Ritz

The men’s basketball league is into its last two weeks of play, with all the division leaders looking
tor a playott berth.
^
In division I, the only team that is unbeaten is the Coaches with a 6-0 record, followed bv the
1 errapms with, one loss Oil,e s Rejects and CV S Co. lead division II, with 6-0 records
’
ri T n T
, ’ , l l SH a,nt ' ummudders remain amongst the ranks of the unbeaten
I he all bowling league ended this week with three teams fighting for thq champions hip. The
Ceeks led going ,n with a three game lead over Brian’s Bunch and a four game lead over the
Oldtimers. Results of the final day will he in next week.
A touch football game between SII.C members and the Rathskeller staff is presently up in thcair.
montlC^Cnr' r K
tyam feels it is too cold to play. A game, how ever, is anticipated for later this

COMING EVENTS:
; ! ! » Badminton Tournament will be held tonight in Panzer C vm at 8 pm
4

«
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photo by Paul Huegel
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l or more information call SII.C at ext. 5245.
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Reign
over
cont. from p. 24

Havers, when it became
apparent that it would be futile
to try to establish a ground
arrack, went to the air 37 rimes.
He completed 16 of those
aerials for 172 yard s-43 yards
more than, the combined effort,
o f AISC s F ts c h e r , J o e
Rebholz, and Alark Casale (825-■129).
129 b

S IL C 's m e n 's basketball leag u e m oves into its fin al tw o
w eeks o f th e season.

Campus
Holidays
#

U .S .A . Inc .

CSC
USC

TRAVEL AOEIMCY ©IF IMJ .

242 Bellevue Ave.

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers

Upper Montclair, N.J.
Tel: 744-8724

Recruiter will be conducting interviews
with seniors & grad students Tuesday,
Dec. 2 in the Career Planning Office.

(IN the old post office
building near the corner
of Valley R d .)
381 Route 23
Pompton Plains, NJ

RACUÜETBALL
NOW OPEN 24 HOURS

POSTPONED

16 RACQUETBALL COURTS
COMPLETE NAUTILUS
WHIRLPOOLS, SUANAS,
STEAM ROOM
V O
FREE BEGINNERS CLINIC
Wed. &) Sat.-ll:30am

■

0
6
6
-12
21
0
0

■US (. -Carbon recovered fumble
in end zone (pass failed)
MSC-Safrfy, automatic
MSC-b'C, Salitili 33
USC-Crundy 3 run (Sfiatili kick)
MSC-Crundy >3 run (Stia/m
kick)
.USC-l’orter 4 pass from bischer
(Shatin kick)
CSC-i oui/y t run (run failed)
(iS(. -Kodier 10 pass (rann
11avers (pass failed)

SPECIAL NOTICE!!!
SILC & 0EK
TURKEY TROT

893-8823

Undergraduate students may use their ID card as a
membership card weekdays until 4pm and after 11pm;
weekends after 8:30pm. No advance reservations accepted
or necessary
STUDENT^ECIAD—$3. entitles each student to one hour
of non-prime time court time, use of Nautilus and spa. (3 or
4 students on 1 court pay the maximum of $8. for the
group.)
_______ Monday, Wednesday or Friday.

0
II

Rescheduled for: Tues. Nov.25
Time: 2PM
Place: Student Center Mall
On Site Registration
PRIZES: Turkey to Top Three
Finishers In Each Category.
For More Info. Call SILC 893-5245

ü iü iü iü iü iu iü O ü iü O ü iù O D O G O ü iü iü iü iü iü iü ïu iû iL j
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Tribe finishes 3 -1 0 -2
n

Booters seek
scoring help
fo r|8 1 season
They were hilled as the
“ new” Indians ¿when the sea
son began hack on Sept. 19;
and “new” they were. Not
since 1959 has an MSC soccer
team won as lew games as this
year’s club.
When the Indians closed our
their season with a 0 -0 tie, on
Nov. 8 vs Rutgers -Univer
sity Newark, it brought their
season record to a disappoint
ing 3-10-2.
In the New Jersey State
College Athletic Conference,
AISC finished at the bottom,
with an 0-6-1 mark. In fact, the
Tribe failed to beat an NJ team
this season. ' 1 heir victories
came against N A’s Pratt
University Pratt (3 -2 ), New
A’ork University NA U (3 -1 ),
and
Pennsylvania's
Kin its
College (5-0).
1 his season, the Indians
averaged a horrendous 1.33
goals per game. For the Tribe
to hope to go anywhere next
season, they must either find
someone who can consistently
pur the ball in the back of the
net, or get a goalkeeper who
can shut our their opponents
day in and dav out.
Seeing how the latter has yet
to be found anywheres in the
world; coach Phil Santiago
should start looking for a
scorer.
The main reasons for the
team’s collapse cannot lie
blamed on t he coach trig change
that took place last August
when Santiago took over
former coach Bob Wolfarth’s
reign.
Santiago and his assistant.
Rich Neumann, worked long
and hard with this year’s team.
Although a new National
Collegiate Athletic Associat
ion N CA A rule prohibited
rhe Indians from beginning

HffefAiS
sE A s« n ? ;>

their workouts until Sept. 1,
the two new coaches worked
their players into shape for
th e ir o p en er vs AI e re v
C'ollege Mercy.
Practices began at 6 :30 am,
and often players were asked to
return in the afternoon for
individual instruction. The
voting Indians worked their
bodies long and hard. It
appeared, however, that their
attitudes, at times, didn’t
follow suit.
A heartbreaking 1-0 loss in
double overtime on opening
night at Sprague Field was
perhaps the Indians’ best game.
For 110 minutes, rhe Tribe
played their hearts' out, never
easing off rhe supposedly more
powerful Alerey team. This,
however, was the last time
u se fans would see such
intensity for an entire game.
As games passed and losses
mounteel, the hooters’ morale
seemed to deteriorate.
Before a game, rhe Indians
Ixgan to think more about how
badly they were going Co lose
than about how they could
win.
With the team holding onto a
dismal 1-7 record, Santiago
held a two hour team meeting
prior to rhe N Y U game. Alamproblems were brought into
the open, and apparently,
something
clicked—ten
-temporarilv.
I hc Tribe bear N Y U the
following day, and proceeded
to trounce Kings and tie
R a m a p o C o l l e g e in a
d o w n p o u r--th re e straig h t
games without a defeat. Was
the drp’ughr finally over?

r

I arrago let! rhe team in scoring
with seven goals. “ He gets this
t ear’s ‘coach’s award’ for being
the plat er who went out and
did what I asked of him,”
Santiago said.
As the season opened.
Farrago found himself riding
the bench. Santiago, who made
it to the pro ranks by being
aggressive, instructed Farrago
to become more physical.
Day s later. Farrago could lx:
seen harassing goalkeepers and
fullbacks cn route to his first
start vs Pratt. In that game, the
.Montclair native set)red twice,
to lead the Frilx' to their initial
victor)-.
Sweeper Paul Kiddy, the
t e a m ’ s m o s t y aIu a b le
player AlA’ P, leaves A1ST
after four outstanding years of
play. I he 5 foot 10 inch ('lark
native will lx: the most missed
of all the graduating players.
His coolness under pressure
and extraordinary skills should
once again secure him a spot on
the N JSCA C all-star ream (last
season. Kiddy was named to
the second team as a sweeper).

T he answer turned out to be
“no,” as the Indians lost three
out of their last four games
while being shutout twice.

Nuriev’s Jeff (irculich was
the surprise of the year when
Santiago moved him to the
front line midway through the
season vs Kean College Kean.
His aggressive play contin
ually kept opposing defenses
on their toes and goalkeepers
on rhe ground.

This year, junior Alvaro

“ He’s the only player on this

team that I dread going oneon-one with,” Santiago, a
former profesional player,
commented alxuir (irculich.
Senior Joe DaRocha set an
AISU “ record"
when lie
knocked out a Kean forward
with one punch, after being hit
in rhe face during the I ribe’s 4fj setback. It was the quickest
“decision” on record at AISC.
T r a n s f e r l oin “ T C ”
Connors turned our to be the
Indians’ leader in getting
“carded (ejected or warned
about his conduct on the field).
His numerous ejections were
incurred for.such highlights as:
(1 ) kicking a ball over a fence
and into the woods surround
ing Jersey City State College’s
field, after being told by the
referee that a throw in
belonged to the Cothics and
not AISC; (2 ) spitting in an
opponent’s face in the game vs
Monmouth College; and (3)
igniting a liench clearing brawl

vs Rutgers Newark.
C>oafkeeper Alike Tropcano
proved that he could still play
up to his all-state (Roselle
C a th o lic H ig h S c h o o l)
potential after three years on
the bench. His 1.55 goals
against average was exception
al considering the pressure he
was under all season long.
1 he 6 foot 2 inch Shep
Messing look alike also proved
to be rhe 1 ribe’s biggest
drawing card. .More people
(99.9 percent female) came out
to see Tropcano than they did
to see rhe soccer game.
A good recruiting, job and
continued off season play
should help the Tribe to
improve on this year’s record.
How far they will be able to go,
however, remains to I k * seen.
Hopefully; this time next t ear
the A1S( ^soccer ream won't be
w atch in g the con feren ce
playoffs; they’ll be participat
ing in them.

Senior Jeff Gruelich (18) proved to be MSC's biggest and
most pleasant surprise this season.

The end o f an era in
cont. from p. 24

•The prevalent feeling that
season was that once the
playoffs began, the MSC
‘‘machine" would go into
overdrive. For A1SC, the
playoffs never came. They
never came because on a cold
October night, “Mike the
M ach in e” bogged dow n
against W P C , and the Indians
were forced to settle for a 1-1
tie.
T h e plaf-offs never came

because Tufts athletic director
Rocco Corzo was unimpressed
bv
AlSC’s 8-1-1
record,
second consecutive N JSCA C
title, and number seven
national ranking. When Corzo
made his infamous “Black
Sunday” decision, another
season had ended and still there
was no playoffs.
One individual effort that
stands out from the 1979
season was one which Sam
M ills put forth against

Southern Connecticut State
College. That night. Mills had
22 tackles, four of which came
behind the line of scrimmage.
T w o of those four were on
fourth and one situations.
T o top it all off, he had an 85
yard interception return for a
touchdown in AlSC’s 14-13
win. It was the single most
dominant game that I nave ever
seen an individual have in any
sport, on any level.
A new a ttitu d e was

prevalent as the Indians
prepared for the 1980 season. It
was a “ QueSera Sera” attitude
(which, as Señora Parks taught
us at Cedar Ridge, means
“ whatever will be will be” ). In
other words, the Indians were
saying, “ We are going to go
our and win football games. If
we get picked for the playoffs,
fine. But w ere not going to
build ourselves up for another
letdown.”
Disaster struck early this

vear as MSC lost its opener to
Wagner, 12-10. It was a game
they should have won. It often
is the type of game that is
followed by a huge letdown
and a “ play out the rest of the
schedule” syndrome. But it
didn’t happen.
Instead, this MSC team
showed a spirit that had been
lacking for almost two years.
They also showed something
else that had been lacking for
almost two years—a passing

.
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Liddy may be overlooked
by Paul Huegel
MERICA"SOCCER LEAGUE
Not since Telmo Pi res
NORTH A
signed with the New Jersey
Americans (now the Miami
Americans) of the American
Soccer League ASL in 1973
has MSC had a player with a
legitimate shot at a professional
career—that is, until now.
Paul Liddy, a senior history
m ajor and th e stan d ou t
sweeper on MSC’s soccer
team, could indeed have a
chance at big rime so ccerprovided he gets the chance.
“ I’d like to play pro more
than anything else,” the 5 foot
10 in ch s w e e p e r said
enthusiastically, while sitting
in the stands overlooking
Sprague Held—his home this
season.
“ It’ll be hard to get a shot,
coming from a division III
school with a 3 -10-2 record,”
lie noted with a look of
disappointment. “Hopefully,
Phil (Santiago) anti Rich
(Neumann) ; (M SC ’s soccer
coaches tins season) can make
contacts for me," Liddy added.
N ow th at p rofessional
soccer is expanding, Liddy’s
dream could become a reality,
l our years ago, a play er our of
c o l l e g e had o n ly , tw o
o p p o rru n itie s--rh e N o rth
American Soccer League N’ ASL and the ASL. Now,
however, two professional
indoor leagues have begun
:ilay—the Major Indoor Soccer
League MISL and the NASI,
indoor league; and an “ AllAmerican" (players) outdoor
league is in the works for the
spring of 1 9 8 1.
An all-conference sweeper è
last season, Liddy should o
receive similar recognition this £o
year. Playing on a team that a
lacked an offense (1.3 goals per
game), the Johnson Regional
High School ( ( ’lark, NJ)
his playing days, bur never
graduate helped MSC to stay in
forced either on his son.
numerous matches with his
“Soccer w as in the fall, so I
heads up defensive play—only * could play . basketball and
mice did the Indians lose by
baseball, too,*- buddy »stated. “ I
more than two' "goals this
like baseball a lot, but the
season^
season’s too long.Mr takes up
I he blond, curly» .haired
too much rimcJMie said.
Liddy is.r-he fi rst member of his
/ At Johnson Regional I ligli
hullilyWplay soever.“ I started
School, Liddy played Jiorli
play ingun junior high (( diaries
baseball and.-i^cce*-- He also-,
11. -Brewer Jr. I ligh StlmoL
played a yyur'of J V baseball his
Clark, NJ)," he said, ,'%Idie
sophonrorV year at M SC

mysteriously silent. “ Before I
can tell other people what to do

MftSL

on the field, I have to get
adjusted to my position and
game situation,” he explainecL
“ I II tell people to mark ujp if
they're letting their man free,
but one has to know his
position before he can know
someone else’s,” he added.
I he 170 pound MSC’
P?captain recalls a 2-0 win over
New Jersey Institute of
Lech no logy N JIT , in his
freshman year (1 9 7 7 ), as his
most memorable game. “They
were ranked second on the Last
coast at the time,” Liddy said.
His most unusual soccer
memory occurred during his
sophomore year when MSC
played L psala C o lleg e
L psala. “Goalkeeper Billy
Muller got kicked out of the
game. On the way off the field,
lie gave an L psala plaver the
finger," he recalled. “The
player then charged Billv and
kicked him in the back. A
bench clearing brawl started,
and the father of one of our
players got punched in the
eve." he continued.

1 0 S***

school didn’t have footliali/so
everyone played soccer,^ lie
added..
L id d y ’s father played
basketball and baseball during

I |ust like to
the Indians'’
commented. “ I
had a coach that

('lay soccer,
num ber 14
never really
took the rime

At the time, I couldn’t
1relieve it. It was really weird—
som eone s father g e ttin g
popped during a game,” lie
noted.
M S C star sw eep er, Paul
Liddy, m ay be overlooked
by th e pros because he
p layed fo r a division III
team .

to teach me. I had to do a lot on
my own.liur I didn’t inind,” he
recalleil.
“My freshman coach in high
school, Lou Peragaflo, taught
me the fundamentals. He was a ‘
. good coach tor freshmen,"
Muddy said.
llie sinjsterlv quiet (dark
■'.native never played ’sweejier
-unKj his Sophomore War at
Vise, when then coach Bob
W'olfarrh assigned him the
position.
“J

always

liked »outside

M S C football
attack. Lor six weeks, all.
victories, “The Magic Was
Back” (excuse me, Ylets).
G ru n d y was running,
I'ischer was throwing, and
Mills w-as hitting. The offense
was ranked seventh in the
nation, and the defense w as
third. 1 hey were no longer a
“machine." I hey were once
again hungry ballplayers
playing w-irh emotion and
character.
But game eight of the season

turned into a nightmare. A
strong IS C team completely
outplayed the Indians, wanning
26-13. As the final minutes of
that game went by with
agonizing sjow-ncss, the seniors
had to realize that their final
chance had passed by. I-or the
third straight season, there
w-ould be no playoffs.
I w'o more victories that
followed did little to case the
pain. And now it is over. Mv
next column will deal with the

various aspects of what, if
anything, went wrong, but for
now-, all that is left to do is to
say goodbv, good luck, and
thank you to 24 guvs (two
players were injured and
unable to play last Saturdav)
who helped make the past three
seasons so memorable.
The M S C d efense w ill loose
eight starters this y ea r to
g ra d u a tio n .

As for this w a r’s “m anor- ‘
able” season, Liddy recalls Joe
I)a R o ch a s o n c pu n ch
knockout of a Kean College
forward. “Joe has the liest right
I v e seen since .Muhammed
Mi,” he said with a irrin.

fullback because I liked to mark
a man and hold him scoreless. I
can’t do that at sweeper,"’'
Liddy Said. “ I’Ve conic to like
sweeper, however, because I
have more freedom and I get to
distrilmte the ball m ore/' he
added............... ; .
“ Mv- sophomore year here
(M SC) .was probably my best
year as a player, I ,iddy. noted.
“ It was my first year playing
the sweeper position, and so I
was more conscious of what I
had to do," lie explained.
On

the

field,

Liddv

is

“ Morning practices (6:30
am) w ere pretty memorable,”
he added-.
If a professional career isn’t
in the cards,''Liddy would like
to work for a w hile, save some
money,, and travel. Then lie
would like to settle down and
get a “ real” job.
Although he never fulfilled
his dream of being on a
conference champion, his other
goals could very well Ik-within
reach. And, if the Indians’ star
sweeper does get his crack at
the pros, MSC may finally
have someone to rcmemlK-r
iK-sides the legendary Carol
Bla/.ejowski.
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In d ia n s re ig n over
For th e firs t tim e in th re e years, M S C has lost
th e N J S C A C fo o tb all title . T S C to o k the
c on feren ce cro w n by d efe atin g M S C tw o
w e e k s ago at S prague Field and by soundly
tro un cin g th e ir fin al tw o opponents. M S C
finished a close second w ith an 8 -2 record.

by John Huegel
I hey knew it was over
before they took the field. The
word was in. Just three hours
prior to their kickoff, Trenton
S ta te C o lle g e I S C had
overwhelmed Ramapo Coll
ege, 63- 44, to claim their first
ever New Jersey State College
.Athletic ( ioniercticc
N'JSCAC football title.
It didn’t matter, however.
I he '80 Indians (8-2)hacF.oo
much character, too much
pride, to let it get them down.
.And,' to prove it, they went our
and did a little romping of their
own—winning 32-12 over a
bewildered ( ¡lass boro StareCollege C SC last Saturday at
Sprague- Field.
As it hail been in most of
AISC Ts games this season, it
turned out to be the- “ .Mr. Hill
(Crundy) Show."
I lie senior tailback carried
29 times for 138 yards to
establish a career rushing
record (.’ .152 yards). His

1,005 wards on the season was
only 28 shy of the single season
mark.
I ’he speeds- N'J native also
scored two of the Indians’ four
touchdowns to set the sindtseason touchdown mark with
nine.
\ISC’s “ Red
.Monster"
defense, let! by linebae-ker Sam
.Mills' 16 tackles, came out as
fired up for this game as for anv
game all season. I heir constant
piledriving hits and massivegang tackles limited (ISC's
ground attack to a meager 81
yards.
I he key, how ever, was their
fo rcin g o f seven C S C
turnovers. This was the
differene-e in the game.
On the first play from
scrimmage,
Brian Carlson
recovered a fumble in the end
zone for the quickest score of
the year for .MSC.
On the night, ( ¡SC would
hand the Indians another
fumble and quarterback John

Havers w ould hit MSC
defensive backs five times, to
give the Profs their total of
seven horrendous turnovers.
.MSC totally dominated the
fi rst hal f, s c o r i n g 3 2
unanswered points. Grundy
scored on runs of 53 and three
yards, and quarterback Scotr
I- isclier hit his favorite receiver,
I errs- Porter, for four vards
for their 21 second quarter
points. Porter caught four
passes for 31 yards vs the
Profs.
Kicker Keith Salilin added
the three extra points.
A n automatic safety and a 33
yard field goal by Salilin gave
MSC an early 11-0 lead in t lieopening period.
C SC scored all of the second
half points. Fulllxick Darvl
Young went over from the one
in thethird quarter, ami I lavers
connected with flanker George
Rotlier for 10 yards arid a
touchdown to cap the scoring,
cont. on p. 22

The end o f an era ?

by Andy Kaye

I hey went through the
routine for the final time last
Saturday night. I hey got their
ankles raped, put on their pads,
and rucked in their jersevs. ( )ne
last stop at “ Mr. Cooper’s” to
have their helmets pumped,
and then 22 seniors were read v
to take the field for one last
rime. When the game had
ended, these 'guys, who had
formed the backlxme of the
.MSC football team for the past
three seasons, had helped the
Indians to their 24rh win over
that time span.
Ami now, it’s all over. No
longer will .MSC fans stagger
over from ( dove Rd. to watch
Sam Mills knock an opposing

runner flat on his back. No
l o n g e r will
f l oc ks of
underclassmen come from the
dorms to see Mike Horn and
Billy Grundy tear through
enemy .defenses. It’s sail but
true. An era has ended.
I low fitting it w as that this
era in .MSC football history
should end against. Glasslxiro
State College C SC since it
was on Sept. 9, 1978 that the
e ra b e g a n , - wi t h C S C
providing the opposition. The
Indians entered that season
banking on the development of
a bunch o f wide eyed
sophomores. I lead coach Fred
1Jill thought that his first
recruiting class was a good one,
but .Mills was the onlv one of

the bunch w ith a considerable
amount of playing experience
Behind him, and so Hill was
justifiably apprehensive.
He shouldn’t have worried.
MSC whooped ( ; s ( ; rhar night
by a 31-15 count. Mills shared
rhe spotlight with 1 lorn, who
had 102 yards on only 10
carries. I .acli succeeding week,
a different member of rhe class
seemed to «»ritethrough with a
big game or a key play.
Against Wagner College
Wagner it was Mills blocking a
punt and recording 16 tackles.
Against Seton Hall Univer
sity SI IL , it was Mike Smith
running a kickoff back for a
touchdown, and I lorn running
for 179 yards—in onlv two

quarters. Crumb' and Scotr
Fischer were rhe costars of rhe
William Paterson W PCgame.
Crundy had 187 yards ami
three t ouchdowns, while
Fischer gained 88 yards
rushing 'd oesn ’t that make
vou feel old?). Flic Trenton
Stare ( College I S( ] game was a
showcase for rhe many talents
of Hubert Bond, and it was
wide receiver Fimm McMahon
(before he became a martyr)
who came up with MSC’s
version of “ Flic- Immaculate
Reception’’ with a clutch
fourth down catch.
And when it was all over, the
Indians had an 8-2 record and a
New Jersey State College
Athletic Conference -

N JSCAC championship. But
perhaps more importantly,
there Were expectations and
hopes for future champion
ships—nor of the conferencevariety, bur rather of the
national variety.
In 1979, MSC was—as oneplayer put it—a “machine.”
I hey were seldom spectacular.
They just got rhe job done.
T h e epitome of that “machine”
was Florn. F’.verv week, he ran
for his 100 plus yards, nothing
sensational, just a workman
like effort. W hen he finally set
the MSC single season rushing
record at 1,032 \ irds, it was
more like a chore completed
than a feat accomplished,
cont. on p. 21

